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MIXTURE MODELS FOR CONSUMER CREDIT RISK
Edward N.C. Tong
The three papers in this thesis comprise the development of three types of
Basel models – a Probability of Default (PD), Loss Given Default (LGD) and
Exposure at Default (EAD) model for consumer credit risk, using mixture
model methods. Mixture models consider the underlying population as being
composed of different sub-populations that are modelled separately.
In the first paper (Chapter 2), mixture cure models are introduced to the area
of PD/credit scoring. A large proportion of the dataset may not experience
the event of interest during the loan term, i.e. default. A mixture cure model
predicting (time to) default on a UK personal loan portfolio was developed
and its performance compared to industry standard models. The mixture
cure model's ability to distinguish between two subpopulations can offer
additional insights by estimating the parameters that determine
susceptibility to default in addition to parameters that influence time to
default of a borrower.
The second paper (Chapter 3) considers LGD modelling. One of the key
problems in building regression models to estimate loan-level LGD in retail
portfolios such as mortgage loans relates to the difficulty in modelling its
distribution, which typically contains an extensive amount of zeroes. An
alternative approach is proposed in which a mixed discrete-continuous
model for the total loss amount incurred on a defaulted loan is developed.
The model simultaneously accommodates the probability of zero loss and
the loss amount given that loss occurs. This zero-adjusted gamma model is
shown to present an alternative and competitive approach to LGD modelling.
The third paper (Chapter 4) considers EAD models for revolving credit
facilities with variable exposure. The credit conversion factor (CCF), the
proportion of the current undrawn amount that will be drawn down at time
of default, is used to calculate the EAD and poses modelling challenges with
challenging bimodal distributions. We explore alternative EAD models which
ignore the CCF formulation and target the EAD distribution directly. We
propose a mixture model with the zero-adjusted gamma distribution and
compare performance with CCF based models. We find the mixture model to
be more accurate in calibration than the CCF models and that segmented
approaches offer further performance improvements.
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Introduction

Chapter 1.

Introduction

The thesis comprises a series of three papers, detailing the development of
three types of Basel credit risk models – a Probability of Default/credit
scoring, Loss Given Default and Exposure at Default model for consumer
credit risk, using mixture model methods. Mixture models propose the
underlying

population

as

being

composed

of

different

(potentially

unobserved) sub-populations that should be modelled and estimated
separately. The next sections of the introduction will provide a background
to credit risk models and the regulatory framework of the Basel Accords,
followed by an overview of the three papers contained in latter chapters.

1.1. Definitions of the Basel risk parameters
The definitions for the Basel default event and three key risk parameters
used in the accord are described.

Default definition

A consumer credit default is defined in Basel II as a loan that has
experienced one or two of the following events (Basel, 2006, Flores et al.,
2010):

(i) “the bank considers that the obligor is unlikely to pay its credit obligations
to the banking group in full, without recourse by the bank to actions such as
realizing security (if held)”; and

(ii) the obligor is past due more than 90 days on any material credit
obligation to the banking group for non-residential mortgage accounts. For
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residential mortgages, the obligor defaults when they are over 180 days past
due.

Probability of default (PD)

The PD is a quantitative assessment of the likelihood that an obligor (e.g. a
customer) will default within a specified time horizon (Van Gestel & Baesens,
2009). For Basel, the time horizon is the course of one year. The units of PD
are on the percentage scale, which is continuous and bounded between 0
and 100 percent. PD is also sometimes scaled between zero and one. For
Basel, a minimum cap or floor of PD is applied at 0.03%.

For a group of obligors with similar credit risk characteristics, such as a
homogenous pool of loans, a PD may be derived for a group of assets that is
representative of the average obligor within the group. The PD for more
idiosyncratic entities, such as commercial loans are usually computed for a
single entity.

Exposure at default (EAD)

The EAD is an estimate of the outstanding amount (drawn amount plus
possible future drawdowns of unused credit lines) if the obligor defaults
within one year. EAD has units of the currency amount of the portfolio, e.g.
British pound or US dollar amount. For revolving lines of credit such as credit
card portfolios, the account level EAD is defined

EAD = Current Drawn Amount + (CCF × Current Undrawn Amount)

(1)

where the Current Undrawn Amount is the credit limit minus drawn amount
and Credit Conversion Factor (CCF) is the proportion of the current undrawn
amount that will likely be drawn down at time of default (Valvonis, 2008).

2
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Loss given default (LGD)

The LGD is the percentage of exposure the bank will lose if the obligor
defaults on the loan (Van Gestel & Baesens, 2009) and is defined

LGD =

Loss
EAD

T
T

EAD − ∑ R ( t ) −∑ C ( t ) 
t =m
 t =m

=
EAD

(2)

where the Loss is the total loss amount (e.g. British pounds) attributed to the
account, m and T are the start and end times of the workout process, R(t) is
the recovery amount and C(t) are the costs accrued during the workout
process at time t. The workout process is initiated by the bank after a default
has occurred and the bank seeks to recover the assets of the obligor.

For example, a customer defaults on a residential mortgage of £400,000.
The bank repossesses the property and sells the security (e.g. house) for
£320,000. Hence £80,000 of the EAD is lost and the LGD is then 20%.

The units of LGD are on the percentage scale, continuous and bounded
between 0 and 100 percent. LGD may also be scaled between zero and one.
LGD is typically truncated at 100 percent (i.e. total loss of the outstanding
loan amount) for model development but it is possible for accounts to have
developed LGDs greater than 100 percent because of overdue interest
payments and associated legal expenses from the recovery process.

1.2. Background – credit risk models and the Basel Accords
Consumer credit risk is the risk of loss due to customer non-repayment
(default) on a consumer or retail credit product (Thomas et al., 2002,
Thomas, 2009a). Products for fixed term loans include residential mortgages
and personal loans while those of a revolving nature include credit cards and
3
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overdrafts. Banks develop credit risk models to quantify this risk and
determine the amount of capital required to hold in reserve in the event that
defaults occur. The Basel II and III Accords define the standards for
calculating regulatory capital requirements for banks across the world (Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, 2005b, Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision, 2011). The Advanced Internal Ratings-Based approach (AIRB)
approach permits banks to assess credit risk using their own internally
developed models which estimate three key parameters for each credit
facility: (i) Probability of Default (PD), i.e. the probability of default of an
obligor typically over a 12 month window; (ii) Loss Given Default (LGD), the
proportion of the remaining loan that the bank would be unable to recover in
the event of default and (iii) Exposure at Default (EAD), the outstanding
exposure amount at default.

Beyond the purpose of calculating regulatory capital, models for these three
parameters have diverse uses for banks, serving as inputs into economic
capital models, stress testing, impairment forecasting, pricing and informing
portfolio management across retail, corporate and wholesale portfolios
(Thomas, 2009a). More broadly, they serve as health indicators of credit risk
to central banks, regulatory authorities, rating agencies, governments,
investors and customers. Through the Basel Accords, the regulatory capital
calculations and associated Basel metrics are provided publicly in the annual
results statements for all major banks along with balance sheet and profit
and loss results.

The Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) was established in 1974
by the central banks of 10 major countries, with an overall aim of providing
supervisory standards and guidelines for national regulators to adapt for
banking infrastructures in their respective countries (Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision, 2005a). The committee does not hold formal or legal
powers however governments have endorsed the BCBS to steer banking
practises in individual countries towards appropriate and prudent regulation.
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The Basel II and III Accords consist of the Standardized and Internal RatingsBased (IRB) approaches (see Table 1). The first Basel Accord laid the
framework for the Standardized approach which does not necessitate
internal estimation of PD or LGD parameters. Bank portfolios are broadly
categorized by portfolio type and the capital to be retained would be a direct
percentage of the exposure amount.

Table 1. Credit risk parameters developed according to Basel II / III
approaches.
Approach
Standardized
Foundation IRB

PD

LGD

EAD

-

-

-

Internal Supervisory Supervisory

(FIRB)
Advanced IRB (AIRB)

Internal

Internal

Internal

The IRB approach was introduced by Basel II in June 2004 and is sub-divided
into the Foundation IRB approach and the Advanced IRB approach. Each
banking exposure is categorized into five asset classes, (i) corporate, where
five further sub-classes are defined (project finance, object finance,
commodities finance, income producing real estate and high volatility
commercial real estate), (ii) sovereign, (iii) bank, (iv) retail, which is further
split by three sub-types (residential mortgages, qualifying revolving retail
exposures, other retail exposures) and (v) equity. The Foundation approach
is not available to retail exposures; only Standardized and Advanced IRB can
be considered.

Estimates for each of the three Basel parameters must be provided for the
respective asset classes and such predictions may be generated through
internal rating systems or externally, dependent on the IRB approach chosen.
These estimates are taken as inputs into risk-weight functions defined in the
Basel II and III rules. Under the Foundation IRB approach, banks use an
internal PD estimate generated from their own models. LGD and EAD
estimates are external and provided by regulatory authorities. Using the
5
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Advanced IRB approach, banks are allowed to develop their own models for
the estimation of all three parameters, i.e. internal estimates at a granular
customer or facility level subject to regulatory floors (e.g. minimum LGD of
35% for low default portfolios of corporate exposures).

These Basel parameters can be used to produce an estimate for the expected
loss (EL)

EL = PD × LGD × EAD

(3)

The EL is typically used for calculating provisions and in pricing models.
Furthermore the Basel parameters are used to calculate the Unexpected Loss
(UL), which leads to the minimum regulatory capital requirement expressed
as a percentage of the exposure. The UL is a function of the PD, downturn
LGD, EAD and an asset correlation parameter which represents the
dependence of the obligor asset values on the overall state of the economy,
where obligors are linked to this systematic risk factor. The UL formula is
based on a Value at Risk (VaR) model which estimates the unexpected loss at
the 99.9% confidence level. Given that the model assumptions hold true,
there would thus be a 1 in 1000 years expectation (0.1% probability) that the
reserved capital would be insufficient to cover the observed unexpected loss,
leading a bank to insolvency.

Given the availability of sufficient relevant data, the adoption of the
Advanced IRB approach is attractive for banks because it allows institutions
to accurately model the risk profile of their portfolios and individual
obligors/customers. A more accurate credit risk profile would lead to several
advantages including improved regulatory capital estimates, more accurate
loan pricing models, superior stress testing models and portfolio risk
metrics that would drive better, data driven portfolio management decisions.
With accurate and valid Basel models, the approach would improve the
bank’s protection against insolvency.

6
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The Basel Accords have had a major impact on how banks in most countries
determine their regulatory capital (Basel Committee on Banking Supervision,
2011). To satisfy the requirements of the Basel II and III Accords, there has
been a greater emphasis on model calibration in addition to model
discrimination. Prior to the second Accord, credit scoring models needed to
have strong discrimination – the ability to risk rank borrowers accurately.
Since the introduction of the Basel II Accord, the focus has expanded to also
consider calibration performance – the accuracy of the PD, LGD and EAD
estimates themselves at portfolio and obligor levels.

The recent credit crisis which began in 2008 has drawn further attention to
credit risk models with their quality and transparency emphasized across
banks and regulatory agencies. The BCBS agreement of Basel III in 2010 to
2011 was motivated by the onset of the crisis and introduced several
heightened capital requirements including an increased minimum Tier 1
capital ratio (ratio of core equity capital to total risk-weighted assets) to 6%
under Basel III compared to 4.5% in Basel II. Further liquidity and leverage
ratios were also introduced with tighter definitions for liquid assets.
Implementation plans for Basel III began in 2014 with expected completion
in 2018 to 2019.

The performance, robustness and validity of the Basel models have received
greater scrutiny in the public and press with implications for banks’
reputation and investor confidence, further raising importance of the model
development

process.

In

addition

to

calculating

regulatory

capital

requirements, the models undergo stress testing to estimate the portfolio
losses under various downturn economic scenarios which have been
developed by major regulatory bodies including the UK regulator, Prudential
Regulation Authority (PRA); European Union regulator, European Banking
Authority (EBA) and the US regulators, Office of the Comptroller of the
Currency (OCC) and Federal Reserve Board (FRB). In the US, the recent credit
crisis motivated the formation of the annual Comprehensive Capital Analysis
and Review (CCAR) for stress testing. The FRB requires banks to stress test
7
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their models biannually under three economic scenarios – baseline, adverse
and severely adverse conditions through the CCAR process (Board, 2013).
The CCAR results from individual banks are published transparently and the
Board determines which banks receive approval from the review and
mandates model improvements for those that are not approved. Banks that
are not approved would have their capital plans rejected with implications
for payment of dividends, investor confidence and share prices.

1.3. Advantages and disadvantages of the Advanced IRB approach
There are several advantages of using the Advanced Internal Ratings-Based
(AIRB) approach from the Basel II and III accords. The AIRB approach creates
more risk-sensitive capital charges for credit risk by allowing models to more
accurately capture the risk profile and hence regulatory capital requirements
of an individual bank’s portfolios. The improved risk profile assessment will
lead to better data driven and informed decisions for portfolio management,
stress testing and pricing.

The increase in risk sensitivity benefits banks with large portfolios and
higher grade (lower probability of default) credits whereby banks can hold
lower capital requirements to facilitate capital savings. These savings would
then free up capital for use in other appropriate investment opportunities.

However, there are also some disadvantages and criticisms to adopting the
AIRB approach. The AIRB approach is complex and demanding for regulatory
supervisors and smaller or less sophisticated banks which will make
implementation challenging for some emerging economies (Majnono and
Powell, 2005). There are higher administrative and staff costs associated
with the AIRB approach because model development, independent validation
and model governance teams have to be formed to produce and monitor the
performance of the relevant models over their entire life cycle. If model
teams are not recruited, at the least, substantial expenses will be accrued for
8
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consulting firms to build the models. Hence the capital charge savings may
not outweigh the AIRB implementation costs for smaller banks and the AIRB
approach may instead offer a competitive advantage for larger banks.

The AIRB approach may exacerbate economic cycles from banks tightening
credit during economic downturns. Some economists may argue, from a
macroeconomic standpoint, that banks should instead be loosening credit to
stimulate the economy (Stubbs, 2012).

1.4. Introduction to mixture distributions and models
Mixture models are a common theme for the modelling in this thesis and an
introduction with a background is provided. A mixture model is a
probabilistic model for representing the presence of subpopulations within
an overall population where the individual observations within these
underlying subpopulations may not necessarily be identified from the
observed dataset (McLachlan & Basford, 1988, McLachlan & Peel, 2000). A
mixture model corresponds to the mixture distribution that represents the
probability distribution of observations in the overall population.

Traditionally, mixture distributions describe the properties of the overall
population from those of the sub-populations while mixture models are used
to make statistical inferences about the properties of the sub-populations
given

only

observations

on

the

overall

pooled

population,

without

information on sub-population identity.

In this thesis, the mixture models developed comprise those where the
underlying subpopulations are not identifiable from the observed dataset
(mixture cure model, Chapter 2) but also those that can be observed directly
from the dataset (zero adjusted gamma model, Chapters 3 and 4).

Given a finite set of probability density functions h1(x),..., hn(x) with
corresponding cumulative distribution functions H1(x),..., Hn(x) and weights
9
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w1,..., wn such that wi ≥ 0 and ∑wi = 1, a mixture distribution can be written
as the density, f, or the cumulative density, F, of a sum
n

f ( x ) = ∑ wi hi ( x )
i =1

(4)

n

F ( x ) = ∑ wi H i ( x )
i =1

As this mixture is a finite sum, this is termed a finite mixture and in
applications, a mixture density or distribution typically refers to a finite
mixture.

1.5. History of mixture models
Some of the earliest analysis using the mixture model was proposed by the
famous biometrician Karl Pearson over 100 years ago. Pearson (1894)
addressed the decomposition of non-normal forehead to body length ratios
in shore crab populations sampled from the Bay of Naples. Weldon (1893, as
cited in McLachlan & Peel, 2000) had collected the sample and speculated
the asymmetry apparent from the data may have indicated the population
was evolving to a new species. Weldon turned to his mathematical colleague
Karl Pearson for guidance. Pearson developed a mixture model which fitted
two normal probability density functions with different means, variances and
proportions for each subpopulation. The model suggested two different
subspecies were present.

Although mixture models were developed over a century ago, it was only
until the 1970s where considerable advances were made in the fitting of
finite mixture models using maximum likelihood methods (McLachlan & Peel,
2000).

Despite

development

of

faster

computers,

there

was

some

apprehension for such models perhaps due to issues that may arise from
fitting, for example, the presence of multiple maxima in the mixture
likelihood function. However, since a seminal publication by Dempster, Laird
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and Rubin (1977) proposing the Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm,
there has been much greater interest and wider application of mixture
models of heterogeneous data. The EM algorithm succeeded by considerably
simplifying and conceptually unifying the problem of maximum likelihood
estimation for mixture models (McLachlan & Krishnan, 2008). The next
section describes the EM algorithm with an example.

1.6. Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm
The EM algorithm has been a useful and popular tool for dealing with many
challenging maximum likelihood problems and in particular, modelling
mixture distributions (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2009). To illustrate the
algorithm, an example using a two-component mixture model is described.

The dataset comprises waiting times between eruptions of the Old Faithful
geyser in Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming USA. The data is available for
download from the following link: http://www.stat.cmu.edu/~larry/all-ofstatistics/=data/faithful.dat.

Figure 1 displays the distribution of 272 observations of waiting times in
minutes. We aim to model the density of these observations. The distribution
strongly suggests bimodality and the use of a Gaussian distribution would
not be appropriate. There appears to be two separate underlying
distributions and a mixture of two Gaussian distributions is attempted to
model Y, the distribution of waiting times:

(
)
~ N ( µ ,σ ) ,

Y1 ~ N µ1 , σ 12 ,
Y2

2
2

2

Y ~ (1 − ∆ ) Y1 + ∆Y2
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where

∆ ∈ {0,1}

Pr ( ∆ = 1) = π . This has an explicit generative

with

representation: generate a ∆ ∈ {0,1} with probability π and attribute either

Y1 or Y2, depending on the outcome. Let φθ ( x ) denote the normal density
with parameters θ = ( µ , σ

1

2

) and the density of Y is

gY ( y ) = (1 − π ) φθ1 ( y ) + πφθ2 ( y )

(6)

A model of this data can be fitted by maximum likelihood where the
parameters are

θ = (π ,θ1 ,θ 2 ) = (π , µ1 , σ 12 , µ2 , σ 22 )

(7)

The log-likelihood function based on the sample data Z is

N

l (θ ; Z ) = ∑ log (1 − π ) φθ1 ( yi ) + πφθ2 ( yi ) 

(8)

i =1

Direct maximization of the log-likelihood function above is challenging
because of the terms inside the logarithm (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman,
2009). Another approach would be to propose unobserved latent variables

∆ i , holding values of 0 or 1. If ∆i = 0 then Yi comes from model 1 otherwise
Yi derives from model 2. The log-likelihood function would then be
N

l0 (θ ; Z , ∆ ) = ∑ (1 − ∆ i ) log φθ1 ( yi ) + ∆ i log φθ2 ( yi ) 
i =1
N

(9)

+ ∑ (1 − ∆ i ) log (1 − π ) + ∆ i log (π ) 
i =1

and the maximum likelihood estimates of

µ1 and σ 2 would be the sample
1

mean and variance for those data from model 1 and similarly

µ2

2
and σ 2

would be the sample mean and variance of the data from model 2. The
estimate of

π

would be the proportion of ∆ i = 1 .
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As the values of ∆ i 's are not known a priori, an iterative procedure is
proposed, by substituting for each ∆ i its expected value

γ i (θ ) = E ( ∆ i | θ , Z ) = Pr ( ∆ i = 1| θ , Z )

(10)

which is termed the responsibility of model 2 for observation i. This can be
evaluated using the EM algorithm for the case of Gaussian mixtures. In the
expectation step, the current estimates of the parameters are used to assign
responsibilities according to the relative density of the observations under
each model. In the maximization step, these responsibilities are fitted in a
weighted maximum-likelihood function to update the estimates of the
parameters.
Initial guesses or starting estimates are required for

µ̂1 and µ̂ 2 , these may

be random values from the observed data Yi. The initial variance estimates of

σˆ12 and σˆ 22 can be set to the overall sample variance. The starting estimate
for the mixing proportion of πˆ can be initialized at 0.5.
The EM algorithm for Gaussian mixtures is described below (Hastie,
Tibshirani & Friedman, 2009):
1. Initialize starting estimates for the parameters

µˆ1 , σˆ 2 , µˆ 2 , σˆ 22 , πˆ
1

2. Expectation Step: compute the responsibilities

γˆi =

ˆ θˆ ( yi )
πφ
2

ˆ θˆ ( yi )
(1 − πˆ ) φθˆ ( yi ) + πφ
1

2

13

, i = 1, 2,..., N

(11)
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3. Maximization Step: derive weighted means and variances
N

µˆ1 =

∑ (1 − γˆi ) yi
i =1
N

∑ (1 − γˆ )

N

σˆ 2 =

∑ (1 − γˆi )( yi − µˆ1 )
i =1

N

1

∑ (1 − γˆ )

i

i

i =1

i =1

N

µˆ 2 =

N

∑ γˆi yi

σˆ 22 =

i =1
N

∑ γˆ

2

∑ γˆi ( yi − µˆ 2 )

2

i =1

N

∑ γˆ

i

i

i =1

(12)

i =1

N

πˆ =

∑ γˆ

i

i =1

N

4. Iterate steps 2 and 3 until convergence.

In this example of waiting times, the final maximum likelihood estimates are

µˆ1 = 54.6 σˆ 2 = 5.9
1

µˆ 2 = 80.1 σˆ 22 = 5.9
πˆ = 0.64
Figure 1 displays the fitted Gaussian mixture density from the EM algorithm,
overlaid on the histogram of observed values. Figure 2 shows how the EM
algorithm

iteratively

iterations.

The

maximizes

example

was

the

log-likelihood

implemented

in

R

function
3.0.1

over

software

28
(R

Development Core Team, Vienna, Austria) with the mixtools package
(Benaglia et al., 2009).
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Figure 1. Histogram of observed Y with maximum likelihood fit of Gaussian
mixture densities via EM algorithm.
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1.7. Validation methods and cross validation
There are several methods for validating the predictive performance of a
model. One standard method is split-sample / out-of-sample validation
where the data is randomly divided into training and test sets based on
70:30 or 80:20 splits (Harrell, 2001). The training set is used for variable
selection and estimating the model coefficients. The validation set is used
for out-of-sample prediction where the validation metrics are determined
(e.g. Mean Square Error, Area Under ROC curve).

A superior validation approach is to perform out-of-time validation. The
process is similar to split-sample validation however involves use of a
validation set that has a completely different time period to the training set.
This allows the model to be assessed on a future and independent time
period as would occur after model implementation; however, this method
requires sufficient data over a period of years.

One main drawback of split-sample validation is that the approach requires
substantial data to produce robust and unbiased validation measures
(Harrell, 2001). Smaller datasets tend to produce unstable and volatile
validation measures which are dependent on the number of observations
available in the training and validation segments. The other disadvantage of
split-sample validation occurs when event rates are rare, as in for example,
low default portfolios. A split-sample validation approach would not produce
reliable performance results when there are low numbers of defaults in the
validation set.

Cross validation (CV) is a commonly used method to alleviate the
aforementioned challenges for obtaining the expected prediction error of a
model (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2009). K-fold cross validation
repeatedly sets aside a random part or ‘fold’ of the data to test a model
fitted to the other folds. The dataset is divided into K approximately equalsized parts. For a total of K folds, for the first kth part, the model is fitted to
16
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the other K – 1 parts and the prediction error is computed for the kth part of
the data that was not used for training. The process iterates for k = 1, 2,..., K
and then combined for the K estimates of prediction error. Typical values of
K are 5 and 10, although leave-one-out CV is also possible where K is the
total number of observations in the dataset.
Let

κ : {1,..., N } a {1,..., K } denote an index that indicates the partition that

− k (i )
observation i belongs to by randomization. The fitted function, fˆ
( x ) , is

calculated with the kth part removed from the data. The cross-validation
estimate of prediction error is then defined

( )

1
CV fˆ =
N

∑ L ( y , fˆ
N

i

i =1

− k (i )

( xi ) )

(13)

where L is the loss function. K-fold cross validation was used to compute
performance measures in the models developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 4.
In Chapter 2, the personal loans dataset was used to develop PD models in
stratified fashion, with loan term as strata. The dataset was divided into
three strata and split-sample validation was not feasible given the lower
number of observations contained within strata. Similarly, the EAD models in
Chapter 4 were developed from two years of data which was not sufficient
for out-of-time validation and cross validation was employed to compute
more stable validation measures.
The reviewer of the Chapter 2 paper published in the European Journal of
Operation Research (EJOR) had also recommended the use of cross validation
for the models.
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1.8. Discrimination and calibration measures in consumer credit
risk
In credit risk modelling, discrimination and calibration measures refer to two
classes of performance metrics for evaluating the predictiveness of a model
(Loterman et al., 2012, Van Gestel & Baesens, 2009). The calibration of a
model refers to the accuracy – how close the predicted values are to the
observed values. The discrimination refers to the model’s risk ranking ability
to provide an ordinal ranking of the dependent or response variable. A high
risk ranking ability does not necessarily imply high calibration although high
calibration does imply good discrimination.

The discrimination ability of a model would be important for making accept
or reject decisions based on the credit risk quality of a customer, typically
seen for PD and at times LGD models as well. Calibration performance would
be valued for the suite of PD, LGD and EAD models when used for calculating
estimates of Expected Losses (EL) and risk weighted asset requirements.
Table 2 describes several commonly used measures from academia and
industry.

Table 2. Performance measures for discrimination and calibration.
Lowest Highest Type

Metric

Description

MAE

Mean absolute difference

+∞

0

Calibration

+∞

0

Calibration

between the observed and
predicted values (Draper &
Smith, 1998).

RMSE

Root mean square error of the
average squared difference
between observed and
predicted values (Draper &
Smith, 1998).
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R2

Coefficient of determination,

0

1

Calibration

-1

1

Calibration

0

1

Discrimination

-1

1

Discrimination

defined as 1 minus the
proportion of residual sum of
squares to the total sum of
squares (Draper & Smith,
1998).

ρc

Concordance correlation (Lin,
1989, 2000) is a measure of
agreement and reproducibility
or inter-rater reliability. The
measure is further defined in
Section 2.5 of Chapter 2.

AUC

Area under the ROC curve
measures the probability that
a classifier will rank a
randomly chosen positive
event higher than a randomly
chosen negative one, where
'positive' ranks higher than
'negative' (Fawcett, 2006).

r

Pearson correlation measures
the linear association between
predictions and observations
(Cohen et al., 2002).
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ρ

Spearman’s rank correlation

-1

1

Discrimination

0

1

Discrimination

assesses how well the
relationship between observed
and predicted can be
described with a monotonic
function (Cohen et al., 2002).

H-measure

A risk ranking measure
proposed as a coherent
alternative to AUC. Hand
(2009) argued the AUC is not
coherent because it treats the
relative severities of
misclassifications differently
when different models are
used. The measure is
discussed in Section 2.5 of
Chapter 2.
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1.9. Spline functions in semiparametric regression models
Spline functions are applied in this thesis to estimate non-linear relationships
between the response variable and independent variables or covariates.
Splines are numeric functions that are piecewise-defined by polynomial
functions (Hastie, Tibshirani & Friedman, 2009, Wood, 2006). They have
sufficient degree of smoothness at the points where the polynomials
connect. Splines are joined together at fixed points which are known as
knots.

There are several variations of splines that have been developed. Consider an
example where an x covariate has a non-linear relationship with the y
response variable. Over an initial range of covariate values there is a negative
relationship with the response variable. However, beyond a certain range of
x, the relationship with the response becomes positive.

In its simplest form a spline can be defined to estimate two separate
regression lines that will be joined by a kink in the data, at the point where
the relationship changes (Keele, 2008). Denoting this point or single knot
with c1, the following regression spline model can be written

y = α + β1 x + β 2 ( x )+ + ε
 x if x > c1
where ( x )+ = 
0 if x ≤ c1

(14)

The function of (.)+ denotes that (x)+ equals x if x is greater than the knot
value or is zero otherwise. If the function is piecewise linear, the equation
can be rewritten with two separate but conjoined linear fits.

α + β1 x if x ≤ c1
y=
α + β1 x + β 2 ( x − c1 )+ if x > c1
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Basis functions

Basis functions are used in estimation of more complex splines (Keele,
2008). For regression models, the model matrix, X, is a vector space with an
associated basis function. For a simple regression model with a constant and
a single covariate, the basis function would be a vector of 1’s and values of
the vector x1. Thus the right hand side of regression models represent a
linear combination of basis functions. Additional basis functions are used to
approximate the non-linearity features provided by splines.

For the model described in equations 14 and 15, two basis functions are
required for the piecewise functions to estimate, one for left and another for
the right side of the knot.

c − x if x < c1
BL ( X ) =  1
0 otherwise
 x − c1 if x > c1
BR ( X ) = 
0 otherwise

(16)

The application of these functions add another vector to the model matrix.
Before, the model matrix contained a constant and x1. The model matrix for
the spline model will contain a constant and two data vectors. Essentially, by
applying the basis functions, an additional covariate has been added to the
model matrix.

Cubic splines

Through the use of basis functions, more complex splines can be developed.
The example discussed thus far estimates splines with sharp corners at the
knots. Piecewise polynomial regression functions have the additional benefit
of smoothed corners defined at the knots (Wood, 2006).
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The cubic spline (Keele, 2008) is commonly used for such smoothing and is
defined

y = α + β1 x + β 2 x 2 + β 3 x 3 + β 4 ( x − c1 )+ + β 5 ( x − c2 )+ + ε
3

3

(17)

where a cubic basis is formed with two knots c1 and c2 for the linear model.
Hence the model matrix would contain the following data vectors for the
basis function:

x1 = x
x2 = x 2
x3 = x3
x4 = ( x − c1 )+
3

(18)

x5 = ( x − c2 )+
3

B-splines

Further improvements for splines have been developed. For cubic splines,
the model matrix, i.e. the columns of X, are typically highly correlated as
each vector is a transformation of x. Hence these transforms can lead to
multi-collinearity. Implications of collinearity include a singular model matrix
which leads to convergence problems and imprecise spline estimates (Eilers
& Marx, 1996).

Eilers and Marx (1996) developed the B-spline to alleviate such concerns and
these splines can be applied to any polynomial basis. A cubic B-spline with
order k on a given set of knots can be written

f ( x ) = ∑ Bi ,k ( x ) β i
i
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where the B-spline basis functions are defined recursively as

1 if ci ≤ x < ci +1
Bi ,1 ( x ) = 
otherwise
0
x − ci
c −x
Bi ,k ( x ) =
Bi ,k −1 ( x ) + i + k
Bi +1,k −1 ( x )
ci + k −1 − ci
ci + k − ci +1

(20)

where Bi ,1 ( x ) is a piecewise constant of zero or one denoting which knot
span x is in and k is at least 2 (linear). The knot vector, (c1, c2,..., ck+(n+1))
determine the values of x where the pieces of the curve join, akin to joining
bits of string.
Keele (2008) describes the B-spline function as essentially a rescaling of the
piecewise functions, which is conceptually similar to rescaling a set of
covariates by mean subtraction to mitigate collinearity. This produces a more
numerically stable version of the spine relative to the standard cubic spline.
Preventing overfitting with penalization

Splines can be estimated with least squares and share the same properties of
linear regression models. This implies that the spline estimate, fˆ , is chosen
to minimize the sum of squares (SS) between the response variable yi and its
nonparametric estimate, fˆ ( xi )

( )

n

SS fˆ = ∑  yi − fˆ ( xi ) 


i =1

2

(21)

There would be concern that the minimization of equation 21 will cause
overfitting where the model performance is high in-sample but generalizes
poorly in out-of-sample or out-of-time datasets. Overfitted models have too
many parameters relative to the number of observations and can cause
random variation to appear as systematic effects in the data.
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Penalized estimation has therefore been proposed to estimate

fˆ . This

implies minimization subject to a penalty or constraint term for the number
of parameters used (Keele, 2008). The penalty used for spline models is

xn

2

λ ∫  fˆ ′′ ( x )  dx

(22)

x1

where the penalized spline estimate is defined

(

)

n

2

xn

2

SS fˆ , λ = ∑  yi − fˆ ( x )  + λ ∫  fˆ ′′ ( x )  dx




i =1

(23)

x1

Equation 22 is known as the roughness penalty and comprises two parts.
The first part is

λ

which is the smoothing or tuning parameter. The second

part is the integrated squared second derivative of fˆ ( xi ) which measures
the rate of change of the slope of a function or curvature. Higher values of
the second derivative lead to higher curvature and fˆ ( xi ) is rougher. Lower
values lead to smoother estimates for fˆ ( xi ) .

The

λ

parameter is non-negative and controls the weight provided to the

second derivative. This parameter provides a tradeoff between the closeness
of fit to the data. As the value of λ decreases, fˆ ( xi ) interpolates the data
and a rougher fit is observed. As

λ

increases, the integrated second

derivative is closer to zero and a smooth least squares fit is observed.
Selection of

λ

can be achieved by minimizing the Akaike Information

Criterion (AIC) or through leave-one-out cross validation (CV). The crossvalidation score is
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( )

1
CV λˆ =
N
where

N

 yi − fˆ − k (i ) ( xi ) 
∑


i =1

2

(24)

fˆ − k (i ) is the fitted function with the kth observation removed from the

data. The value of

λ

is chosen for the value that minimizes the cross

validation score. Ordinary CV however is highly computationally intensive for
splines and suffers from invariance issues (Wood 2006, Keele 2008). The
invariance problem implies that transformations made the variables may
result in different optimal estimates of

λ.

The generalized cross validation score has been proposed to remedy these
challenges and typically produces similar estimates to ordinary cross
validation but is computationally more efficient (Hastie, Tibshirani &
Friedman, 2009).

1.10. Interpretation of splines from modelled output
The splines used in this thesis were developed from the Generalized Additive
Model for Location Scale and Shape (GAMLSS) framework and implemented in
the gamlss package in R (Rigby & Stasinopoulos, 2005, 2007). An
explanation of spline output from the gamlss package is described to
facilitate interpretation in later chapters.
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Figure 3. Example of spline graphs from logistic additive model for
occurrence of zero loss.

Figure 3 displays spline estimates as a function of two covariates – time on
books (years) and the valuation at default to average valuation for the region
(ratio). The y-axis represents the spline estimates for the predictor which, for
the current example, is on the logit or log odds scale. The logistic additive
model uses a logit link function and hence the spline estimates are on the
logit scale, i.e.

log 1−ππ

, where π is the probability of zero loss. The standard

errors are represented by the yellow, dashed lines. The graph displays
evidence of non-linearity through the non-linear change in the spline
estimates as the covariate values increase.

For example, in Figure 3, the partial effects on the y-axis for the lowest value
of the ‘valuation at default to average valuation for region’ covariate is
approximately 1.5. This value is on the logit scale, representing the
propensity of zero loss amount after adjustment for the effect of other
covariates in the model. Hence the effect this covariate value would be to
increase the odds of the occurrence of zero loss by 4.5 times ( e1.5 ).

If Figure 3 displayed linear relationships, it would be interpreted that there
are linear relationships between the logit of the response variable and
covariates, negating the use of splines, as parametric fitting would suffice.
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Table 3. Example of model output with splines from logistic additive model.
Model component

Estimate

SE

p-value

logit(π) for occurrence of zero loss
Intercept

3.618

0.100

< .001

s(Time on books)

0.098

0.004

< .001

-0.277

0.022

< .001

s(Valuation at default to average valuation for
region)

In Table 3, the GAMLSS output contain two s(.) functions which represent a
spline fit for the covariate of interest for the logistic additive model. The
estimated coefficient, corresponding standard error and p-values are for the
linear component of the spline. The splines have a linear component, for
example the cubic splines are a series of polynomial functions, starting with
a linear component.

As the effects of these splines are highly non-linear, rather than interpreting
the entries in Table 3, Figure 3 should be used to understand the range of
these effects as a function of the covariates. The parametric linear fits are
shown in Table 3 for completeness and is standard output from GAMLSS
methodology

(Rigby

&

Stasinopoulos,

2007)

interpretation is on the splines shown in Figure 3.
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1.11. Overview of three papers
The three papers in this thesis comprise the development of three types of
Basel models – a PD/credit scoring, LGD and EAD model for various forms of
consumer credit risk, using mixture model methods. Mixture models
consider the underlying population as being composed of different
(potentially

unobserved)

sub-populations

that

should

be

modelled

separately. In a PD context using standard survival analysis, the population
of account level loans is always assumed to default as time extends
infinitely, where time is measured discretely in months. The mixture cure
model is an enhancement on traditional survival analysis by decomposing
the portfolio into a sub-population that will default and another subpopulation that will never default. Secondly, in the context of LGD and EAD
(or

alternatively,

the

credit

conversion

factor,

CCF)

estimation,

the

distributions are challenging to model due to an extensive proportion of
zeroes or due to their bimodal nature in the case of the CCF distribution.
Through mixture models, the distribution can be modelled as a mixed
discrete-continuous model with one component predicting the zeroes and
the other component predicting a positive continuous amount.

The motivation for developing these models for each Basel parameter was to
investigate whether mixture model methods could offer additional insights
and

interpretation

along

with

predictive

performance

improvements

compared to existing industry models across the range of Basel parameters.

In the first paper, mixture cure models are introduced to the area of credit
scoring (Tong et al., 2012). Such models were originally proposed in medical
statistics to model long-term survival of cancer patients in terms of two
distinct subpopulations – those that are cured of the event of interest and
will never relapse, along with those that are uncured and are susceptible to
the event. Similarly to a medical setting, a large proportion of the dataset
may not experience the event of interest during the loan term, i.e. default. A
mixture cure model predicting (time to) default on a UK personal loan
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portfolio was developed and its performance compared to the Cox
proportional hazards model (Stepanova and Thomas, 2002, Bellotti and
Crook, 2009) and standard logistic regression. Results for credit scoring at
an account level and prediction of the number of defaults at a portfolio level
are presented with model performance evaluated on multiple out-of-samples
through cross validation on discrimination and calibration measures. The
mixture cure model's ability to distinguish between two subpopulations was
sought to offer additional insights by estimating the parameters that
determine susceptibility to default in addition to parameters that influence
time to default of a borrower. The model has the ability to estimate if and
when a default would occur.

As explained in Section 1.2, the Advanced IRB approach from the Basel II
Accord requires financial institutions to estimate not just the probability of
default, but also the Loss Given Default (LGD), i.e. the proportion of the
outstanding loan that will be lost in the event of a default. The modelling of
LGD has posed substantial challenges. One of the key problems in building
regression models to estimate loan-level LGD in retail portfolios such as
mortgage loans relates to the difficulty in modelling its distribution, which
typically contains an extensive amount of zeroes (i.e. instances in which the
default did not result in any loss, e.g. because the account returned to
performing status) (Bijak and Thomas, 2014, Leow and Mues, 2012). In the
second paper, an alternative approach is proposed in which a mixed
discrete-continuous model for the total loss amount incurred on a defaulted
loan

is

developed

(Tong

et

al.,

2013).

The

model

simultaneously

accommodates the probability of zero loss and the loss amount given that
loss occurs. The approach was applied to a large dataset of defaulted home
mortgages from a UK bank and compared to two well-known industry
approaches – the beta and Tobit regression models. Model performance was
validated on several out-of-time samples with seven years of data. The zeroadjusted gamma model was sought to present an alternative and competitive
approach to LGD modelling.
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In the third paper, the Exposure at Default (EAD) is modelled for revolving
credit facilities with variable exposure. The credit conversion factor (CCF),
the proportion of the current undrawn amount that will be drawn down at
time of default, is used to calculate the EAD and poses modelling challenges
with its bimodal distribution bounded between zero and one (Brown, 2011,
Taplin et al., 2007). As a result, there has been considerable debate on the
suitability of the CCF for EAD modelling. In this paper, alternative EAD
models which ignore the CCF formulation and target the EAD distribution
directly were explored. A mixture model with the zero-adjusted gamma
distribution was proposed and its performance compared to three CCF
models based on OLS, Tobit and fractional response regression which are
commonly used in industry and academia. Additionally, the credit usage - the
percentage of the committed amount (credit limit) that is currently drawn
already, was assessed as a segmentation criterion to combine direct EAD and
CCF models, the underlying rationale being that the EAD may be easier to
estimate than the CCF for cards that already show high utilisation. The
models were applied to a dataset from a credit card portfolio of a UK bank.
The performance of the models was compared using cross-validation on a
series of discrimination and calibration measures. The paper sought to
understand if direct EAD models without the CCF formulation could be an
alternative to CCF based models and if both model types could be combined.

The next three chapters contain (a revised version of) the three papers for
the proposed PD, LGD and EAD models, respectively. Chapter 5 finally draws
the thesis to a conclusion.
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Abstract

2.1. Abstract
Mixture cure models were originally proposed in medical statistics to model
long-term survival of cancer patients in terms of two distinct subpopulations
– those that are cured of the event of interest and will never relapse, along
with those that are uncured and are susceptible to the event. In the present
paper, we introduce mixture cure models to the area of credit scoring,
where, similarly to the medical setting, a large proportion of the dataset may
not experience the event of interest during the loan term, i.e. default. We
estimate a mixture cure model predicting (time to) default on a UK personal
loan portfolio, and compare its performance to the Cox proportional hazards
method and standard logistic regression. Results for credit scoring at an
account level and prediction of the number of defaults at a portfolio level are
presented; model performance is evaluated through cross validation on
discrimination and calibration measures. Discrimination performance for all
three approaches was found to be high and competitive. Calibration
performance for the survival approaches was found to be superior to logistic
regression for intermediate time intervals and useful for fixed 12 month time
horizon estimates, reinforcing the flexibility of survival analysis as both a
risk ranking tool and for providing robust estimates of probability of default
over time. Furthermore, the mixture cure model's ability to distinguish
between two subpopulations can offer additional insights by estimating the
parameters that determine susceptibility to default in addition to parameters
that influence time to default of a borrower.

Keywords: credit scoring; survival analysis; mixture cure models; regression;
risk analysis
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2.2. Introduction
Survival analysis has been well established in the medical sciences and
engineering as a method for modelling time-to-event data (Hosmer et al.,
2008). The method was first introduced to credit scoring by Narain (1992).
Its use in this context was further developed by Banasik et al. (1999),
Stepanova and Thomas (2002) and Hand and Kelly (2001). Banasik et al.
(1999) compared the performance of parametric and semi-parametric hazard
models to logistic regression and found they were competitive and in some
cases more predictive than the industry standard logistic regression.
Stepanova and Thomas (2002) showed that survival analysis could also be
used for predicting time to early loan repayment in addition to conducting
behavioural

scoring,

which

allowed

expected

profit

calculations.

Subsequently, Baesens et al. (2005) further extended the use of survival
analysis for credit scoring to the non-linear domain by incorporating neural
network methods.

With survival analysis, one can predict not only whether people will default
on their loan repayments but also when they are likely to default; i.e.,
survival analysis methods allow one to estimate the probability of default
over any time horizon of choice. Particularly the Cox proportional hazards
(PH) model (Cox, 1972) seems to have become increasingly popular in the
consumer credit risk literature over the past decade.

In addition to its use as a dynamic time-to-default prediction method in
credit scoring, survival analysis also enables the investigation of seasoning1
effects where default intensity varies with time since loan origination (Brown
and Larson, 2007). Such methods could also be useful for building consumer
credit risk models that are compliant with the Basel II Accord (Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision, 2005a).
Seasoning occurs when the risk of default for the loans in the portfolio is not uniform over time, e.g.
a product where the default probability is much greater if the loan is in the second year of its lifecycle
and the portfolio contains a substantial proportion of (recent) loans that are about to enter that risky
part of their lifecycle. With such a portfolio, just taking a long-run average default rate from previous
years will not be sufficiently conservative, as it is known the next year will be worse.
1
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The Basel II Accord has had a major impact on how banks in most countries
determine their regulatory capital. With these new regulations, banks are
allowed to use their own credit risk estimates, produced by internal rating
systems, to determine the minimum capital to be set aside to cover the risk
associated with lending. To satisfy the requirements of the Accord, there has
been a greater emphasis on model calibration in addition to model
discrimination. Prior to the Accord, credit scoring models needed to have
strong discrimination – the ability to risk rank borrowers accurately. Since
the introduction of the Accord, the focus has widened to include also
calibration performance – the accuracy of the probability of default (PD)
estimates

themselves

(Thomas,

2010,

Basel

Committee

on

Banking

Supervision, 2005b).

There have been particular concerns in this area about the suitability of
corporate models being applied to consumer lending and retail loan
portfolios, as the behaviour of corporate business is dissimilar to that of an
individual (Crook et al., 2007). An alternative to the corporate model is to
consider the potential losses arising from a portfolio of retail clients where a
dynamic approach could be used to model losses over time. One modelling
approach that combines credit scoring of individuals with modelling at a
portfolio level is again based on the principles of hazard functions (Thomas
et al., 2002).

In recent credit research, it has been demonstrated that using time-varying
macroeconomic variables in Cox PH models further improved the accuracy of
PD estimates in credit scoring (Bellotti and Crook, 2009). Similarly, Thomas
(2009b) suggested the hazard function approach to estimate the credit risk
of whole portfolios of consumer loans as opposed to credit scoring at an
account-specific level. Malik and Thomas (2010) then exploited the parallels
between individual behavioural scores in retail lending and the ratings given
to

corporate

bonds,

by

deciding

to

include

the

former

alongside

macroeconomic factors in a Cox PH model to estimate retail credit risk at a
portfolio level.
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In standard survival analysis, the survival function is the probability of
observing a survival time greater than some stated value of t, denoted S(t) =
P(T > t). S(t) is also equal to one minus the cumulative distribution function,
i.e., S ( t ) = 1 − F ( t ) . This presumes that S(t) tends to zero as time extends and
that all observations will eventually experience the event of interest.
However, there are examples in credit scoring where a substantial proportion
of accounts may not experience the default event during the lifetime of the
loan or credit line and hence S(t) will plateau to non-zero levels. Such
accounts can be thought of as non-susceptible to default – in other words,
long-term survivors.

Mixture cure models are an extension to the standard survival model which
have been recently used in medicine to model survivors in cancer clinical
trials in terms of two distinct subpopulations (Sy and Taylor, 2000). In one
subpopulation, patients are non-susceptible (cured) and cancer-free after
treatment, while the other subpopulation contains patients that are
susceptible (uncured) and, in time, will experience cancer remission. Such
data typically exhibit heavy censoring at the end of the follow-up period.
Empirical evidence of such a non-susceptible subpopulation has been found
in a number of trials. In a clinical study of breast cancer by Farewell (1986),
139 patients were observed for time to relapse or death due to the disease
for three treatment arms of adjuvant therapy. The Kaplan-Meier survival
curves from these three treatment groups were shown to level off above 0.4,
resulting in a large proportion of right-censored observations from patients
who survived the follow-up period and may possibly be cured of the disease.
Hence, the standard PH model would be less appropriate, as the cancer
survival distribution would not reach zero as time extends infinitely.

The theory behind the mixture cure model was introduced to the field of
medical statistics by Farewell (1982). The general model incorporates two
components – an incidence model for predicting which are the susceptible
individuals and a latency model predicting survival times of individuals
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conditional on their being susceptible. The incidence component is
essentially a binary classification model (e.g., a logistic regression). For the
latency part, the original mixture model proposed by Farewell (1982) used a
parametric survival model based on the Weibull distribution to estimate
survival times. However, in the last decade, semi-parametric methods have
also been developed, which offer more flexibility as they do not require a
survival distribution to be specified for the incidence component. The latter
methods often use an Expectation Maximization (EM) algorithm to find
maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters for a combined likelihood
function of a binary regression model and the proportional hazards model
(Sy and Taylor, 2000, Peng and Dear, 2000).

Although the Cox PH approach has been widely established in the consumer
credit literature, the former clearly suggests there might be situations where
standard survival analysis may be insufficient, particularly if a substantial
proportion of account observations is right-censored simply because they
would not experience default during the lifetime of the loan or credit line. In
that case, unlike the mixture cure approach, standard survival analysis does
not allow one to distinguish between those covariates that affect whether an
account is susceptible to default and those that may affect the timing of
default. Interestingly, there have already been some recent studies
demonstrating the superior performance of mixture cure models on
corporate bankruptcy prediction (Topaloglu and Yildirim, 2009) and default
prediction in corporate real estate loans (Yildirim, 2008).

The incidence component for binary classification in the mixture cure model
has so far been implemented with generalized linear models with the use of
the logistic or probit link functions. A natural benchmark for model
comparison would then be the standard logistic regression model. In
addition, many more advanced binary classification methods have been
applied

to

credit

scoring,

including

tree-based

methods,

clustering

algorithms, support vector machines, neural networks and bagging/boosting
methods (Baesens et al., 2003, Hastie et al., 2009, Tsai and Chen, 2010, Yeh
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and Lien, 2009). These methods have not been incorporated in the present
study, but they could be considered in future research. However, unlike the
score based methods such as logistic regression and proportional hazards
modelling, some of these are not able to be used in practice because of the
legal requirements in certain countries such as the US and UK, that one must
be able to explain why an applicant is refused credit.

In the present paper, we therefore investigate the use of a mixture cure
model on a large dataset of consumer credit accounts from a personal loans
portfolio of a major UK retail bank. The consumer accounts will be modelled
as two distinct subpopulations – those that are cured and will not default
during the lifetime of the loan or credit line, along with those that are
uncured and will eventually experience a default at some time point during
the loan term. We develop default prediction models with logistic regression,
standard Cox PH and the newer mixture cure approach. The results are
examined and compared across the three methods and performance is
evaluated through cross validation. As increasingly both discrimination and
calibration performance are important, the objective of the study is two-fold:
the first aim is to identify a superior method for risk ranking accounts at
various time intervals. The second goal is to evaluate the calibration
performance of the methods by comparing the accuracy of the predicted
survival probabilities against the observed survival probabilities. These aims
are particularly relevant as the ongoing global financial crisis which started
in 2007 has increased awareness of consumer credit models.

The organization of the remainder of the paper is as follows. In section 2,
the various statistical models used in the study, including the mixture cure
model, will be outlined. Furthermore, it will be explained how these models
were trained and validated. The data set used in the study is described in
section 3. Next, the results of our experiments are discussed in section 4.
Section 5 will conclude the paper and identify some topics for further
research.
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2.3. Statistical models
The mixture cure, standard Cox PH and logistic models are outlined in the
following subsections.

2.3.1. Mixture cure model
The mixture cure model (Farewell, 1982, Peng and Dear, 2000) proposes to
distinguish between two subpopulations of accounts based on susceptibility
to an event of interest – a segment that shall not experience the event of
default during the loan term (long-term survivors) and another segment for
those that will eventually default. Hence, a binary random variable Y is
defined for the default event with Y = 0 denoting that the account is nonsusceptible and a long-term survivor, while Y = 1 states that the account is
susceptible and will default at some time point, though it may be censored
in the dataset. Let us also define a censoring indicator δ, where δ = 1
indicates non-censored accounts and δ = 0 indicates censored accounts.
There are two possibilities for accounts that do not default in the exposure
period of the study. Accounts that do not default in the dataset either will
not default in the future or they are right-censored at the end of the data
period and would eventually default given sufficient exposure time. There
are then three possible states of the data as follows:

δ = 1 and Y = 1: non-censored, susceptible, hence the account is observed to
default;
δ = 0 and Y = 1: censored, susceptible, hence the account would eventually
default;
δ = 0 and Y = 0: censored, non-susceptible, hence long-term survivor.
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2.3.2. Model formulation
The mixture cure model is then given by

S ( t | x, z ) = π ( z ) S ( t | Y = 1, x ) + 1 − π ( z )

(1)

where S ( t | x, z ) is the marginal (unconditional) survival function of T for the
entire population, incidence π ( z ) denotes the proportion of accounts
susceptible

to

default

given

a

covariate

vector

z = ( z1 ,..., z p ) ,

and

S ( t | Y = 1, x ) = P (T > t | Y = 1, x ) is the latency or survival function conditional on
the account being susceptible to default given a covariate vector x = ( x1 ,..., xq )
which may or may not comprise the same covariates as z .
It should be noted that S ( t | x, z ) → 1 − π ( z ) as t → ∞ . When there is no nonsusceptible (cured) fraction the mixture model also reduces to the standard
PH survival model, i.e. π ( z i ) = 1 for all z i .

2.3.3. If defaults occur: the incidence model component (logistic
model)
The proportion of susceptible accounts, given by π ( z i ) = P (Y = 1| z i ) , may be
modelled using a binary regression model. Possible link functions include
the logit, probit and the less commonly used complementary log-log link.
The logit link was used in the present study because it has convenient
parameter interpretations based on the odds ratio and is also well known to
the credit risk community:

 π ( zi ) 
T
log 
 = β 0 + β1 z1,i + β 2 z2,i + ... + β p z p ,i = z β
 1 − π ( zi ) 
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When defaults occur: the latency model component (proportional hazards)

where β is the vector of regression parameters associated with z for account
i.

2.3.4. When defaults occur: the latency model component
(proportional hazards)
There have been a number of proposed parametric and semi-parametric
estimations of S ( t | Y = 1) . The present study will implement the semiparametric estimate approach for S ( t | Y = 1) , as this has the closest relation
to the standard Cox PH model.

Hence, like in the Cox PH model, the conditional distribution of T is
represented by
exp xT b
S ( t | Y = 1) = S0 ( t | Y = 1) ( )
t


= exp  − exp ( xT b ) ∫ h0 ( u | Y = 1) du 
0



(3)

where S0 ( t | Y = 1) and h0 ( t | Y = 1) are the conditional baseline survival and
hazard functions, respectively. In a semi-parametric model, the h0 ( t | Y = 1)
function is an arbitrary and unspecified hazard function and is not a function
of the x covariates. Through estimates of β and b, the mixture cure model
allows to separate the covariate effects on the incidence and latency,
respectively, thus providing a more flexible class of models when there is
evidence to suggest a non-susceptible group of accounts.
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2.3.5. Likelihood function
Using the relationship f(t) = h(t)S(t) and as long as Y is known, let the data
take the form

( ti , δ i , xi , zi ) , i = 1,..., n

where δ i is the censoring indicator with

δ i = 1 if ti is uncensored and δ i = 0 if otherwise. For account i, the likelihood
contribution is π ( z i ) f ( ti | Yi = 1, xi ) for δ i = 1 and (1 − π ( z i ) ) + π ( z i ) S ( ti | Yi = 1, xi )
for δ i = 0 , where f (.) is the conditional probability density function of T.

Hence the observed full likelihood is given by:

n

{

}

L ( b, β ) = ∏ {π ( z i ) f ( ti | Yi = 1, xi )} × (1 − π ( z i ) ) + π ( z i ) S ( ti | Yi = 1, xi )
δi

i =1

1−δ i

(4)

The full likelihood comprises a logistic and PH component. When the nonsusceptible fraction does not exist, then π ( zi ) = 1 and the mixture cure
likelihood function reduces to the likelihood function for the standard
survival model. In that sense, the standard survival model is a special case of
the mixture cure model.

The account-level log likelihood function is given by the sum of the following
two components:

n

lI ( β; y ) = log ∏ π ( z i )

yi

(1 − π ( z ) )

1− yi

(5)

i

i =1

n

δ i yi

lL ( b, H 0 ; y ) = log ∏ h ( ti | Y = 1, xi )

S ( ti | Y = 1, xi )

yi

(6)

i =1

t

where H 0 ( ti | Y = 1) = ∫ h0 ( u | Y = 1) du

is the conditional cumulative baseline

0

hazard function.
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It can be seen that (5) is the log likelihood function of a binary regression
model and (6) is the log likelihood function of the proportional hazards
model with the inclusion of conditioning on susceptible accounts with an
offset variable log(yi). However, Y is only partially observed in reality, as only
δ is known. When δ = 0, Y can be considered missing. The EM algorithm may
be used to circumvent such a missing data problem.

2.3.6. EM algorithm
Non-censored accounts (δi = 1) in the data correspond to observed defaults
whereas censored accounts (δi = 0) have an unobserved event of default. In
order to maximize equation 4, an estimate of the random variable Yi is
necessary.

To estimate E(Yi), we have:

1
if δ i = 1,


E(Yi ) = 
π ( z i ) S ( ti | Yi = 1, xi )
1 − π ( z ) + π ( z ) S ( t | Y = 1, x ) if δ i = 0
i
i
i
i
i


(7)

The E(Yi)’s represent the fractional allocation to the susceptible group and
can be considered case weights for the individual accounts in the likelihood
function. The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm deals with such
missing data by estimating the unobserved variable for the censored
accounts. EM is an iterative maximization algorithm. In the expectation (E)
step, the likelihood equation in (4) is estimated with the best guess of the
incomplete data, after which the expected values for the incomplete variable
Yi are computed. The second step, i.e., the maximization (M) step, involves
estimating parameters using the expected values for Yi found in the previous
step. The steps are repeated by replacing estimated parameters back into
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the equation and iterating until convergence on the estimates of b, β and

S0 ( t | Y = 1) .

We can substitute the expected values from (7) into the log likelihood
function in (5) and (6). The log likelihood function will then be maximized
when convergence occurs.

To approximate (6) without specifying the baseline hazard function, Peng
and Dear (2000) proposed a partial likelihood estimator following a similar
method to Breslow (1974):

exp ( s j b )

k

log ∏
j =1

∑

i∈R j

yi exp ( xi b )

dj

(8)

where k is the number of distinct default times, dj the number of tied
uncensored accounts at tj, sj the sum of covariate vectors associated with the
uncensored accounts in dj and Rj is the risk set at tj, i.e. the set of
uncensored accounts alive just prior to tj.
Due to the EM algorithm, the standard errors of the coefficients were not
readily available; hence the inverse of the observed information matrix was
used to compute the standard errors of the coefficients (Sy and Taylor,
2000). Corbière and Joly (2007) found this method competitive with the
bootstrapping and multiple imputation approaches described in the
literature.

2.4. Standard approaches – Cox PH regression and logistic
regression
As it is arguably the most popular survival analysis technique in the
consumer credit risk literature, a standard Cox PH model was fitted to the
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dataset so that the mixture cure model could be compared against it. The
semi-parametric approach in hazard form is given by:

h ( t | x ) = h0 ( t ) exp ( xT β )
where h ( t | x ) is the hazard or default intensity at time t conditional on a
vector of covariates x, and in which h0(t) is the baseline hazard, i.e., the
propensity of a default occurring when all covariates are zero. In the Cox PH
model, the baseline hazard is arbitrary and unspecified.

A series of standard logistic regression models were also fitted for
comparison purposes, since this technique is traditionally widely used in the
credit scoring industry (Thomas, 2009a). There were two types of logistic
regression methods developed based on the sampling of the dataset. In the
first method – Logistic 1 –, all observations in the relevant loan term sample,
regardless of the time duration for which they were exposed to the default
event, were used to develop each model. Thus a Good was a borrower who
did not default during the loan and a Bad was someone who did default
during the loan irrespective on when this happened. The resulting model
thus estimates the probability of default occurring at some time point during
the agreed loan term.

In the second method Logistic 2, for each loan one looked at the situation on
the anniversary of the loan starting and defined a Bad outcome to be a
default in the next 12 months and a Good outcome to be that the loan was
still paying up to date 12 months later. Thus a three year loan could give rise
to three different data points in this case, i.e. following the approach
proposed in Stepanova and Thomas (2002).
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2.5. Model building and validation
The mixture cure, Cox PH and logistic regression models were developed
and evaluated using 100-fold cross validation to get unbiased predictive
performance

estimates

for

each

method.

Cross-validation

involves

partitioning the original data randomly into k equal sized subsamples (folds).
Of the k subsamples, a single subsample is retained as the validation data
for testing the model, and the remaining k − 1 subsamples are used as
training data. The cross-validation process is then repeated k times (number
of folds), with each of the k subsamples used exactly once as the validation
data. The k results from the folds can then be averaged or combined to
produce a single estimation.

To provide an approximate measure of variance for these measures,
bootstrapping was applied to the resulting cross-validated sample to
produce 95% confidence intervals with the percentile method. Bootstrapping
involves random sampling with replacement from the original data (of equal
size to the original dataset). With each subsample, a validation statistic of
interest is computed. When sufficient subsamples are generated, a
distribution of the statistic can be produced. Confidence intervals were
created

from

1000

bootstrapped

samples

for

each

measure.

The

aforementioned method of cross validation with bootstrapping was derived
from Finlay (2010), who originally suggested leave-one-out cross validation.
However, as the mixture cure method was highly computationally intensive
due to the EM algorithm, the choice of cross validation with 100 folds was
viewed as a reasonable compromise.

Since the loan term covariate was found to be the strongest predictor of
survival time, and as it restricts the time period in which default can actually
occur, it was decided to stratify all models by loan term. Thus three
modelling runs were included for the mixture cure approach, i.e., for 12-, 24and 36-month loans, and another three for both the Cox PH approach and
Logistic 1. Six Logistic 2 model runs were required for each loan term and
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12-month time window within that loan term (leading to 1, 2 and 3 models
for 12-, 24- and 36-month loans, respectively). Continuous variables were
fitted linearly in all the models to allow consistent comparisons across the
approaches. Variable selection was performed using stepwise backward
elimination with a significance threshold of 5%. For backward elimination
selection, a full model was initially fitted with all candidate covariates
included. The covariates were then tested for statistical significance and the
largest p-values were removed one by one until the remaining covariates had
p-values of less than 5%.

A number of discrimination measures for assessing the risk ranking of
accounts were used. Industry standard measures such as the Area Under the
Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve (AUC) and the Kolmogorov-Smirnov
(KS) statistic were computed. The H measure, proposed by Hand (2009), was
also computed on the validation samples. Hand (2009) argues that the H
measure is a superior alternative to the AUC and KS because it is a coherent
estimator of discrimination performance. Unlike the AUC, it is not sensitive
to the empirical score distributions of the default and non-default groups in
the

sample.

The

AUC

has

a

deficiency

in

that

it

uses

different

misclassification cost distributions for different classifiers, which implies
that the AUC uses different metrics to evaluate different classification
algorithms. However, the H measure maintains coherence because the
misclassification cost distributions functions are given by a pre-specified
beta distribution, where the default symmetric beta(x; 2, 2) has been
proposed. If there would be any disagreement between these discrimination
measures, Hand (2009) has argued that the H measure should be considered
the measure of choice to compare the performance of each method.

For the survival approaches, the score function was derived as one minus the
survival probability at the time point of interest. The performance was also
measured at intermediate time points for the 24- and 36-month loan term
models. For example, the 24-month model had discrimination assessed at
12 months and at 24 months conditional on survival to 12 months (i.e.,
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could the model predict default in the second year of the loan term given
that the account had not defaulted in the first year).

As a calibration measure, the concordance correlation (Lin, 1989, Lin, 2000,
Steichen and Cox, 2002) was used to assess the agreement (reproducibility
or inter-rater reliability) of the predicted survival probabilities from a given
model relative to the observed survival probabilities as computed by the
Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimator. The concordance correlation is nearly identical
to some intra-class correlation measures and is defined as:

ρc =

where

µx , µ y

2 ρσ xσ y

σ x2 + σ y2 + ( µ x − µ y )

(9)

2

are means of the two survival estimates, σ x , σ y are the

corresponding variances and

2

ρ

2

is the Pearson correlation coefficient.

The Pearson correlation coefficient was not used to assess calibration
because it is a linear measure of association. If the KM survival estimates
were plotted against the model-based survival estimates, a well-calibrated
model would produce estimates that fall on a 45° line through the origin. The
Pearson correlation would fail to detect departure from the 45° line but
agreement measures such as the concordance correlation and intra-class
correlations will correct for this. In addition, marginal survival plots of
applicants stratified by home owner status were also used to graphically
assess goodness of fit; a similar analysis can be conducted for other discrete
input variables.

Early repayments were included in the models as censored or cured
observations in the dataset. The competing risk of early repayment was
adjusted for in the calibration results through the Kaplan-Meier estimate for
the competing event. The adjustment for early repayment was necessary
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because a high rate of early repayment would decrease the number of
defaults observed in a portfolio and vice versa. Models that do not account
for such a competing risk would overestimate the number of defaults.
Hence, the expected cumulative number of defaults at time T for a given
model was computed as

n

T

E ( DT ) = ∑∑ ( S ( t − 1| i ) − S ( t | i ) ) × KM e ( t )

(10)

i =1 t =3

where S ( t | i ) is the Cox PH or mixture cure model based survival estimate at
time t for account i and KM e ( t ) is the Kaplan-Meier based estimate of early
repayment at time t. The computation started at t = 3 because defaults could
not occur prior to three months and was summed over the length of the
period T for each account and for the total number of accounts n in the loan
term.

The Kaplan-Meier estimate does not incorporate account level variables to
predict early repayment adjustment. The performance of this adjustment can
be improved further with a Cox PH model instead of the Kaplan-Meier
approach to estimate early repayment as a function of account level
characteristics. However, the Kaplan-Meier approach does provide reasonable
estimates that are suitable for calibration as shown in the results of Section
2.7.2.

The Logistic 1 models were assessed for calibration by annualizing or scaling
the PD estimates to a one year window. The Logistic 2 models were not
assessed because they did not offer an equivalent method to adjust for early
repayment on a monthly basis.

The models were fitted in SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC,
USA). The SAS macro written by Corbière and Joly (2007) was used to
estimate the parameters of the mixture cure model via the EM algorithm
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2.6. Data
The dataset consisted of 27,527 observations of consumer accounts from a
major UK retail bank previously used in Stepanova and Thomas (2002). The
dataset was derived from a personal loan portfolio which comprised three
loan term durations of 12, 24 and 36 months. The dataset contained
covariates relating to application characteristics and loan repayment activity
over a maximum follow-up period of 36 months. The sample was collected
from all consumers that were accepted and subsequently taken up for a
personal loan over the observation period.

Table 4. Summary statistics of defaults and early repayments for all loan
terms.
Loan
term
12
24
36

N
10027
9979
7521

No. of defaults
(%)
274 (2.7)
473 (4.7)
376 (5.0)

No. of early repayments
(%)
2450 (24.4)
3838 (38.5)
2992 (39.8)

An account was classed as a default (Bad) account if it was at least 90 days in
arrears. Accounts that were not in arrears or in arrears for less than 90 days
were classed as non-default (Good). As Table 4 showed, the bad rate was low
across all loan terms. The event of early repayment was also collected in the
dataset. Fourteen application variables were available as candidate covariates
in model development, viz. age of applicant, amount of loan, time at current
address (years), time at current employer (years), gender, number of
dependent children, frequency of salary payments, home phone status,
amount of insurance premium, type of loan (single, joint), marital status,
term of loan, homeowner status and purpose of loan.
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2.7. Results
Next, we present the discrimination and performance results for all loan
term models. Thereafter, an example will be shown of the model parameters
obtained for one of the mixture cure models and for its Cox PH model
counterpart.

2.7.1. Discrimination performance
In each loan segment, discrimination performance for each of the four
modelling approaches was assessed by computing the AUC, KS and H
measure on the validation samples obtained from the cross validation
procedure. The results shown in Table 5 suggest that the Cox PH, mixture
cure and the two logistic methods performed well on all discrimination
measures. The bootstrapped 95% confidence intervals suggest that the
performance for all the methods were broadly similar. For the 36-month loan
models, the discrimination ability of all the models was sustained even at the
36-month time point (i.e., where the probability of default in the third and
final year, conditional on survival up to the start of year 2, is estimated).
Based on the AUC measure, both survival approaches performed similarly
with an apparent marginal improvement over the logistic models on the 36month model at 36 months conditional on survival to 24 months. However,
the 95% confidence intervals were wide which suggests the models
performed similarly.

The Logistic 2 models tended to only marginally underperform compared to
both survival approaches and the Logistic 1 models in later time periods of
assessment, e.g. loan term 36 at time point assessments of 24|12 and
36|24. Whereas each of the survival and Logistic 1 models were built on the
whole loan segment, the available sample for the Logistic 1 models gets
progressively smaller for the later time periods; however, this did not result
in a significant loss of discrimination performance relative to those other
methods, suggesting that logistic regression can be fairly robust to smaller
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samples. Table 5 has also been represented as graphs, these are shown in
Figures 23 to 25 of Appendix A.
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Table 5. Discrimination measures with 100-fold cross validation for Cox PH, mixture cure and logistic models.
Model
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2
Cox
Mixture Cure
Logistic 1
Logistic 2

Loan
term
12

Time
12

24

12

24

24|12*

36

12

36

24|12

36

36|24

AUC (95% CI)†
0.798 (0.770-0.823)
0.798 (0.772-0.820)
0.796 (0.769-0.820)
0.799 (0.771-0.824)
0.753 (0.725-0.782)
0.753 (0.725-0.782)
0.749 (0.721-0.779)
0.753 (0.725-0.782)
0.717 (0.680-0.750)
0.719 (0.684-0.754)
0.718 (0.683-0.751)
0.713 (0.677-0.747)
0.756 (0.723-0.792)
0.759 (0.726-0.789)
0.759 (0.726-0.794)
0.764 (0.730-0.798)
0.728 (0.689-0.761)
0.727 (0.690-0.763)
0.724 (0.685-0.758)
0.719 (0.683-0.756)
0.667 (0.571-0.763)
0.665 (0.570-0.752)
0.657 (0.564-0.742)
0.655 (0.551-0.754)

H measure (95% CI)†
0.032 (0.023-0.056)
0.033 (0.023-0.054)
0.032 (0.022-0.056)
0.037 (0.025-0.062)
0.020 (0.011-0.040)
0.019 (0.010-0.035)
0.018 (0.010-0.037)
0.013 (0.009-0.029)
0.024 (0.015-0.044)
0.024 (0.017-0.046)
0.023 (0.015-0.044)
0.022 (0.014-0.043)
0.017 (0.007-0.036)
0.011 (0.007-0.026)
0.011 (0.007-0.029)
0.013 (0.007-0.034)
0.026 (0.011-0.051)
0.026 (0.013-0.057)
0.025 (0.011-0.049)
0.026 (0.013-0.061)
0.056 (0.019-0.194)
0.037 (0.014-0.127)
0.040 (0.014-0.146)
0.035 (0.012-0.120)

* e.g. 24|12 indicates survival (non-default) up to 24 months conditional on survival to 12 months
†

Bootstrapped percentile 95% confidence intervals
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KS (95% CI)†
0.490 (0.447-0.542)
0.482 (0.442-0.541)
0.473 (0.433-0.531)
0.498 (0.452-0.555)
0.374 (0.339-0.439)
0.385 (0.343-0.447)
0.379 (0.338-0.445)
0.382 (0.347-0.446)
0.347 (0.304-0.411)
0.355 (0.300-0.427)
0.342 (0.299-0.418)
0.338 (0.294-0.411)
0.380 (0.338-0.459)
0.390 (0.348-0.465)
0.390 (0.346-0.468)
0.402 (0.351-0.475)
0.356 (0.307-0.437)
0.345 (0.296-0.419)
0.347 (0.301-0.422)
0.335 (0.284-0.410)
0.293 (0.194-0.490)
0.344 (0.210-0.506)
0.296 (0.186-0.450)
0.285 (0.192-0.477)

Score function
1-S(12)
1-S(12)

1-S(12)
1-S(12)

1-S(24)/S(12)
1-S(24)/S(12)

1-S(12)
1-S(12)

1-S(24)/S(12)
1-S(24)/S(12)

1-S(36)/S(24)
1-S(36)/S(24)
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2.7.2. Calibration performance
The calibration performance of the Logistic 1 and survival approaches were
assessed on cross validated samples for each loan term. Table 6 tabulates
the expected number against the observed number of defaults after the
adjustment for early repayment given in (10) for the survival approaches.
Results are reported for the three loan term segments, i.e., 12, 24 and 36
months, some of which at intermediate time points. The default figures
reported in Table 6 are cumulative. For example, based on the 24-month
loan term model, through cross validated predictions, the mixture cure
approach predicted there would be 260.8 defaults by the end of the first
year and 514.3 defaults by the end of the loan term.

Overall, the close agreement found between observed and expected values
indicate a high level of calibration performance for both survival approaches
at various time points. Both survival methods appear to be closely
competitive, although the Cox PH model marginally predicted defaults better
than the mixture cure model for the 36 month loan term model at 36
months. The survival approaches were especially well calibrated in the first
12 months of the 24 and 36 month loan term models. In terms of
calibration, both survival approaches were superior to the Logistic 1 method
at the intermediate time intervals for the 24 months and the 36 month loan
term models. The absolute error and percentage error was lower for both
survival approaches in the intermediate scenarios. However, the Logistic 1
model performed better for end of loan term estimates, for example the
expected number of defaults at 24 months for the 24 month loan term.

As an example to further illustrate calibration performance of the survival
approaches, Figures 4 to 6 displayed the marginal survival functions against
Kaplan Meier estimates, each of which stratified by homeowner status, for
the three loan terms on a random sample of the dataset. Note that a similar
analysis can be made for other (discrete) covariates at the interest of the
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analyst. The upper and lower functions on the graphs are associated with
homeowners and non-homeowners, respectively, indicating that homeowners
had higher survival rates across all time points and were thus found to be
lower risk borrowers (which is in line with common credit scoring intuition).
The homeowner characteristic was found to be statistically significant in all
loan term segments according to both the Cox PH and mixture cure
methods.

Figures 4 to 6 suggests that both survival methods fairly accurately estimate
marginal survival of homeowners and non-homeowners, as shown by their
close agreement with the observed functions of the Kaplan Meier estimator.

Table 6. Observed versus expected cumulative number of defaults on 100fold cross validation samples with adjustment for early repayment.
Method

Model

Time

Observed Expected

% error

274.1
285.3
283.5

Abs(ObsExp)
0.1
11.3
9.5

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

12

12

274
274
274

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

24

12

260
260
260

241.3
260.0
260.8

18.7
0.0
0.8

-7.2
0.0
0.3

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

24

24

473
473
473

473.0
515.0
514.3

0.0
42.0
41.3

0.0
8.9
8.7

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

36

12

176
176
176

129.2
176.0
175.7

46.8
0.0
0.3

-26.6
0.0
-0.2

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

36

24

341
341
341

254.5
359.8
358.3

86.5
18.8
17.3

-25.4
5.5
5.1

Logistic
Cox
Mixture

36

36

376
376
376

376.0
452.8
460.2

0.0
76.8
84.2

0.0
20.4
22.4
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1

Figure 4. An example of a marginal survival function stratified by home
owner status for the 12 month loan term on a representative sample.
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Figure 5. An example of a marginal survival function stratified by home
owner status for the 24 month loan term on a representative sample.
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Figure 6. An example of a marginal survival function stratified by home
owner status for the 36 month loan term on a representative sample.
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2.8. Regression model parameters
To illustrate how parameter estimate results are to be interpreted, Table 7
shows the results of two example runs for both survival approaches applied
to the entire 36 month loan term accounts. The 12 and 24 month models
were omitted for brevity. The survival component (latency model) of the
mixture cure model identified two covariates that influenced the time to
default – home phone and loan type. For example, having a joint loan
decreased the hazard of default by 43 percent and customers with home
phones had a 47 percent decrease in their hazard of default. The logistic
component (incidence model) found similar covariates to the Cox PH model
with the exception of age and loan type. The mixture cure results thus
suggest that the 12 covariates found in the logistic component are
significant predictors of the probability of being susceptible to default,
whereas the survival component suggests only two covariates are predictive
of when a default will occur given that the borrower is susceptible to default.
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None of the covariates found to predict survival time are found to influence
susceptibility. A further comparison between the two survival approaches
indicates that the majority of covariates found in the Cox PH model were
more suitable for predicting susceptibility in the mixture cure model,
considering that they were mostly found in the logistic component.
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Table 7. Parameter estimate results from the mixture cure and Cox proportional hazards models for 36 month loan
term based on the entire sample.

Mixture cure
OR†
95% CI
Logistic model component
Age*
0.99
0.98 to 1.00
Time at current address*
0.98
0.96 to 0.99
Time at current
employment*
No. dependent children (0
vs 2+)
No. dependent children (1
vs 2+)
Frequency of payments
Homeowner
Insurance premium*
Loan purpose 1
Loan purpose 2
Loan purpose 3
Loan purpose 4

p-value
.044
<.001

0.92

0.90 to 0.94

<.001

0.75

0.60 to 0.92

.006

1.03

0.80 to 1.32

.843

0.58
0.64
1.00
2.70
0.77
1.15
1.15

0.48
0.53
1.00
2.18
0.60
0.87
0.68

0.69
0.77
1.01
3.34
0.99
1.52
1.94

<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
.040
.337
.604

HR†
95% CI
Survival model component
Home phone (yes vs no)
0.53
0.35 to 0.79
Loan type (joint vs single)
0.57
0.46 to 0.72
* continuous covariate centred on mean.

p-value
.002
< .001

†

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

Cox proportional hazards
HR†
95% CI
Time at current address*
0.97 0.96 to 0.99
Time at current
0.92 0.90 to 0.94
employment*
No. dependent children (0
0.78 0.60 to 1.00
vs 2+)
No. dependent children (1
1.03 0.75 to 1.40
vs 2+)
Frequency of payments
0.60 0.49 to 0.75
Homeowner
Insurance premium*
Loan type
Loan purpose 1
Loan purpose 2
Loan purpose 3
Loan purpose 4

odds ratio (OR), hazards ratio (HR)
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0.64
1.00
0.72
2.48
0.80
1.14
1.12

0.52
1.00
0.56
1.93
0.59
0.80
0.59

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

0.80
1.00
0.91
3.19
1.08
1.61
2.13

p-value
.001
< .001
.045
.870
< .001
< .001
< .001
.007
< .001
.138
.469
.736
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2.9. Conclusions and future research
When faced with empirical evidence of a subpopulation in a loan portfolio
that is not susceptible to default, the mixture cure approach has the
advantage of being able to distinguish between two subpopulations in the
modelling. The separation of subpopulations allows inference on the
covariates that influence susceptibility to default and those that influence
time

to

default

given

susceptibility.

This

provides

an

alternative

interpretation to the standard survival model, by allowing one to distinguish
between the factors that drive default and those that explain whether default
happens earlier or later into the loan. In other words, the mixture cure
interpretation focuses on both if and when a default will occur. For example,
in the mixture cure model given in the previous section, 12 covariates were
found to predict if a default will occur and another two distinct covariates
were found to predict time to default given susceptibility to default. The
standard logistic regression and Cox PH approach would not offer such
interpretation separately.

The present study evaluated the discrimination and calibration performance
of the mixture cure model on a personal loans portfolio and compared them
to the standard Cox PH and two logistic modelling variants. The mixture
cure, Cox PH and logistic models performed well and were closely
competitive to one another in terms of discrimination performance.

The findings of the study reinforce previous research that indicated survival
approaches can perform equivalently to logistic regression in terms of
discrimination ability by being able to use all available information in the
data. In addition, compared to logistic regression, there are substantial
additional benefits to the use of survival analysis in its ability to predict time
to an event through conditional survival estimates. These benefits relate to
the estimation of the number of defaults arising from the portfolio at various
time intervals and the expected profit arising from the portfolio. For
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calibration, the survival methods in the present study have outperformed the
logistic model for the intermediate time intervals because of their ability to
estimate the baseline hazard function across time and adjust for competing
risks such as early repayment. The logistic model was shown to calibrate well
only for the end of loan term estimates. As such, the survival approaches
may be useful for accurate PD estimates in the fixed 12 month horizon for
various loan terms, which is relevant for PD estimation within the Basel II
Accord.

There were a few limitations in the analysis. The dataset used comprised
accounts from a personal loans portfolio of a UK bank with application
characteristics. The mixture cure model was fitted to predict the timing of
default in the semi-parametric component with these application covariates.
These were time-constant covariates, although the time to default could be
better estimated with time-varying covariates which may include behavioural
scores and macroeconomic factors. However, such a model would become
less suitable for certain prediction tasks as future values would have to be
provided for any time-varying covariates. Given that a single sample was
used in the present study, the results may not be readily generalized to
other retail portfolios such as home loans where loan terms of 20 years or
more are common. As the data was collected from one UK bank, further
studies could evaluate mixture cure methods on non-UK datasets, in addition
to other retail loan products.

Long-term survivors are a common occurrence in personal loan portfolios, as
a substantial proportion of accounts do not reach default status during the
lifetime of the loan. Although it was argued that in theory standard
proportional hazards approaches may not be appropriate for such data
because in the long run, such methods assume the survival function will
approach zero, the results of our study suggest that the discrimination and
calibration performance will not be adversely affected by doing so. Hence,
the Cox PH model proved robust with regards to this aspect. The results
would suggest that although the mixture cure model provided more accurate
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inference of long-term survivors, the discrimination and calibration may not
be adversely affected when compared to the Cox PH model. However,
consistency with our findings should be sought from other larger credit
datasets where greater precision of the validation statistics may be achieved.

Future research could involve applications of the mixture cure model to
credit card datasets where loan term durations are indefinitely lengthy
because of the revolving nature of credit. Such datasets would have
sufficiently long observation periods to have non-susceptible subpopulations
that do not reach default status during the credit line, because some
customers, classified as transactors, always pay off their balance at the end
of each month. In addition, it would also be interesting to further apply
mixture models to home loan mortgage defaults, considering that loan
terms of 20 to 30 years are common for such portfolios.

The mixture cure model in the present paper has focused on using logistic
regression in the incidence component. Future directions could consider
alternative binary classification methods such as tree-based, ensemble
classifiers and bagging or boosting techniques in lieu of logistic regression.
Such advanced methods may have an impact on the latency component and
yield improved performance for the mixture cure method.
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Abstract

3.1. Abstract
The Internal Ratings Based (IRB) approach introduced in the Basel II Accord
requires financial institutions to estimate not just the probability of default,
but also the Loss Given Default (LGD), i.e. the proportion of the outstanding
loan that will be lost in the event of a default. However, modelling LGD has
posed substantial challenges. One of the key problems in building regression
models to estimate loan-level LGD in retail portfolios such as mortgage loans
relates to the difficulty in modelling its distribution, which typically contains
an extensive amount of zeroes. In this paper, an alternative approach is
proposed in which a mixed discrete-continuous model for the total loss
amount incurred on a defaulted loan is developed. The model simultaneously
accommodates the probability of zero loss and the loss amount given that
loss occurs. The approach is applied to a large dataset of defaulted home
mortgages from a UK bank and compared to two well-known industry
approaches. Our zero-adjusted gamma model is shown to present an
alternative and competitive approach to LGD modelling.

Keywords: regression, finance, credit risk modelling; mortgage loans, LGD,
Basel II

3.2. Introduction
The advanced Internal Ratings Based (IRB) approach outlined in the Basel II
and Basel III Accords allows banks to calculate their own regulatory capital
requirements based on internal credit risk model estimates (Basel Committee
on Banking Supervision, 2005a).

It requires banks to develop suitable

methods to estimate three key parameters for each segment of their loan
portfolios: PD (probability of default in the next 12 months), LGD (loss given
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default, i.e. the proportion of the outstanding loan that will be lost in the
event of a default) and EAD (exposure at default).

For consumer credit, probability of default modelling has been a main
objective of credit scoring for several decades. However, the additional IRB
requirement of having to model LGD has posed substantial challenges, in
part because of the properties of its distribution. Datasets of defaulted loan
observations for residential mortgage portfolios or other retail portfolios
usually exhibit a large probability mass at zero where no losses have been
incurred either because the account has cured, i.e. returned to performing
status or, in the case of mortgage loans, the property has subsequently been
repossessed and the sale price adequately covered the loan balance at
default (Leow and Mues, 2012, Loterman et al., 2012, Thomas et al., 2012).
There may additionally be another peak at one if the bank is unable to sell
the property and incurs a full loss (Thomas et al. 2012) when the customer
has not met any repayments, as has been the case in certain geographical
regions that have been heavily affected by the recent credit crisis. Also,
whereas actual LGD observations of some individual loan defaults may fall
outside the (0, 1) range as LGD is supposed to include all economic costs
(e.g. additional collection costs) and recoveries (e.g. penalties paid), the
model estimates themselves are expected to be constrained to this interval.

Although traditionally the LGD research literature has focused more on
corporate loan portfolios, LGD modelling for residential mortgages is a
growing research area given the impact of the new Accords on consumer
lending, and the importance of mortgage loss estimation in the current
financial context. Some published approaches for mortgages include
modelling LGD directly using ordinary least squares regression (Qi and Yang,
2009). Their approach was developed on data from private mortgage
insurance companies for a set of high loan-to-value loans and although the
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ordinary least squares model was used, its use can be criticized because of
the non-normal distribution of LGD.

Alternatively, a two-stage approach has been introduced in industry by Lucas
(2006) and further investigated in the academic literature by Leow and Mues
(2012). The method incorporates a probability of repossession (foreclosure)
model developed with logistic regression and a haircut model using OLS
regression. The haircut represents the discount factor to be applied to the
estimated sale price of the property given that repossession occurs. The
haircut model is fitted to accounts which have undergone the repossession
and forced sale process, where the haircut is defined as the ratio of the
forced sale price to the valuation of security at default. The two models are
then combined to produce an expected loss percentage given default. The
two-stage approach was shown to perform better than the single-stage
approach with standard OLS regression (Leow & Mues, 2012).

There has also been recent interest in using quantile regression or quantiles
of model estimates to obtain LGD predictions (Somers and Whittaker, 2007,
Zhang and Thomas, 2012). Somers and Whittaker (2007) have argued that
using the low tail of the property value is more predictive of likely losses
than average value estimates in those settings where in most accounts no
loss is incurred.

Where censored approaches to LGD modelling are concerned, Tobit
regression has been suggested as one of the methods to model the
restricted range of the LGD distribution (Bellotti and Crook, 2012). In Tobit
regression, the observed range of the response variable has a Gaussian
distribution however, Sigrist and Stahel (2012) introduced a censored model
which allows the response to be Gamma distributed. For LGD data fitted with
the Tobit model, the Gaussian such an assumption may not be suitable and
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the censored Gamma regression was developed to overcome the skewed
nature of this interval. They also proposed a zero-inflated Gamma model for
excess zeroes which were dealt with probit regression.

Most of the existing literature on LGD modelling in the consumer and
corporate credit risk domains focuses on modelling the LGD distribution
directly. However, this distribution is known to be challenging to model
accurately, in part due to the strongly unimodal or sometimes bimodal
nature and lack of predictive characteristics. Industry standard methods for
modelling LGD include beta regression and Tobit regression (Tobin, 1958,
Greene, 1997). Proposed approaches from academia include log, fractional
logit, probit and Box-Cox transformation models for predicting LGD (Bellotti
& Crook, 2012, Loterman et al. 2012, Thomas et al., 2010). Therefore, in this
paper, rather than directly modelling LGD (i.e. the loss as a proportion of the
exposure, in percentage units), we propose modelling the incurred financial
loss amount, as a currency or British pound amount. Once an estimate for
the amount is obtained, one can then simply infer the LGD parameter by
dividing the predicted loss by the loan balance or exposure.

In our proposed approach, the loss amount is modelled as a continuous
response variable using a semi-parametric discrete-continuous mixture
model approach with the zero-adjusted gamma distribution. Firstly, since the
non-zero or positive loss amount exhibits heavy right-skewness, it is
modelled with the gamma distribution. Both the mean and dispersion of the
positive loss amount are modelled explicitly as a function of explanatory
variables. Secondly, the probability of the (non-)occurrence of a zero loss
amount is modelled with a logistic-additive model. All mixture model
components, i.e. the logistic-additive component for the probability of zero
loss and the log-additive components for the mean and dispersion of the
loss amount conditional on there being a positive loss, are estimated using
loan-level application and behavioural characteristics and house price index
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(HPI) covariates. The LGD parameter is then estimated by dividing the
predicted loss amount by the loan balance.

For modelling the relationship between the response variable and continuous
covariates, past credit risk research has focused on categorizing such
covariates with binning methods. Such techniques can be arbitrary and result
in a loss of information and precision for estimated coefficients (Harrell,
2001, Royston et al., 2006). Categorization also assumes that the
relationship between the response and covariate is flat within intervals which
may be unreasonable. Another common method would be to assume
continuous covariates are linearly related to the response variable which
would be incorrect for non-linear relationships. For example, such a method
would not allow the magnitude or sign of the coefficient to vary according to
the range of covariate values. Our approach adopts a semi-parametric route
by allowing non-linear relationships with the loss amount response variable
through the use of regression splines (Eilers and Marx, 1996). Exploiting
such non-linear relationships will reduce bias in the estimates, improve the
predictive performance of the model and offer additional insight into the
effect of covariates while retaining a fair level of model interpretability
(Hastie et al., 2009, Harrell, 2001).

Though to our knowledge, the proposed approach has not yet been
attempted in the context of consumer lending, the concept of estimating the
expected loss amount for the exposures in a portfolio has been previously
proposed in insurance modelling for policy claim amounts. Heller et al.
(2007) developed a discrete-continuous mixture model to estimate the total
claim amount at a policy level from a portfolio of motor insurance policies.
They used two components – the negative binomial distribution to model the
number of claims for individual policies and the inverse Gaussian for the
claim amount given that a claim occurred. With the risk factors for
prospective policy holders, the expected total claim size is then obtained
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from the product of the expected number of claims and expected claim size
for an individual claim.

Other discrete-continuous mixture models using a mixture of Bernoulli and
beta random variables have been developed for recovery rate modelling of
corporate loans by Calabrese and Zenga (2010) and Calabrese (2010). They
propose two logistic regression models for the recovery rates at the 0 and 1
end-points. For the (0, 1) interval, a joint beta regression model is developed
to accommodate skewness and heteroscedastic errors by jointly modelling
the mean and dispersion of the response variable. Note though that these
methods are only applicable to directly model LGD, not the loss amount
itself.

To empirically validate our approach, the zero-adjusted gamma model is
applied to a large dataset of defaulted home mortgages from a UK bank. The
results are compared to the ordinary least squares (OLS) with beta
transformation method, which is the parametric regression approach
adopted by LossCalc (Gupton and Stein, 2005), a well-known industry model
developed by Moody’s KMV. The LossCalc approach has also been used or
referred to in other comparative studies reported in the literature (Qi and
Zhao, 2011, Loterman et al., 2012, Bellotti and Crook, 2012, Thomas et al.,
2012, Hlawatsch and Reichling, 2010). Additionally, the results are also
compared to Tobit regression – a model that treats LGD values below zero
and above one as censored (Tobin, 1958, Greene, 1997). Tobit regression or
variants thereof have been used in LGD benchmarking studies and in
industry (Bellotti and Crook, 2012, Sigrist and Stahel, 2012). The predictive
performance of the three approaches are assessed using walk-forward
validation

with

out-of-sample

and

out-of-time

testing.

A

series

of

discrimination and calibration measures are presented for comparison. The
zero-adjusted gamma model is shown to present an alternative and
competitive approach to LGD modelling.
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The novel aspects of our study are that we: (1) consider modelling of the loss
amount directly to estimate the LGD parameter, (2) consider the use of
regression splines to model non-linear effects between the response variable
and covariates for LGD modelling, (3) benchmark the results of our model
with two well known approaches used in industry, and (4) develop our
models on a very large sample of defaulted residential mortgages and
evaluate their performance with an out-of-sample and out-of-time validation
process. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, an
overview

of

the

data

along

with

the

application

and

behavioural

characteristics used will be presented. The statistical and validation methods
used in our experiments are discussed in section 3. Next, the results of the
statistical models are discussed in section 4. Section 5 will conclude the
paper and suggest some future areas of research.

3.3. Data
The LGD data provided by a UK bank contains account-level observations of
defaulted loans from a residential mortgage portfolio between 1988 and
2000 (see also Leow and Mues, 2012). Observations were collected from all
parts of the United Kingdom. The total sample contained over 113,000
accounts with 21 application, behavioural and house price index (HPI)
predictor variables in the dataset. The dataset consisted of observations to
the year 2002 but we allowed a two-year exposure window for the possibility
of repossession to occur and analyzed default events up to 2000.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of LGD for the entire sample having a large
proportion of zeroes. Please note that some scales of the figures in the
present study were removed for data confidentiality reasons.
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Figure 7. Distribution of observed LGD on entire sample of residential
mortgages.

Percent of total accounts
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After a mortgage loan defaults, one of the potential outcomes is that the
property undergoes repossession by the bank and legal, administrative and
holding costs are incurred. The process of repossession and sale of the
property may take a few years to complete. The present analysis however,
solely considers nominal LGD, which does not include discounting. Any extra
costs and interest incurred are also excluded from the analysis because the
dataset did not contain any information on such costs at an account level.
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Table 8 lists the 21 candidate predictors considered for use in the analysis
for modelling loss amount and LGD. The time on book variable was
computed as the time between the start date of the loan and approximate
date of default.2

The Basel II Accord requires financial institutions to estimate risk of default
and corresponding losses over a 12-month horizon from a given time point
(termed the observation time). Thus LGD models should not contain
information that is only available at time of default. However, there were
limitations in the dataset because information on the state of the account in
the months prior to default (e.g. loan balance at observation time) was
unavailable as the data was cross-sectional. Hence, we observed behavioural
data at (approximate) default time instead of at observation time, provided
that a reasonable forward-looking adjustment could be used to convert the
current value of a variable, for example the outstanding balance, to an
estimate at time at default.

Table 8 contains several variables that contain the indexed valuation at
default in their definition. As reassessing the value of each property through
various time points would be a costly process, an approximate valuation at
default could be derived from updating the initial security value (which was
available in our dataset) using the publicly available Halifax House Price
index31 (all houses, all buyers, non-seasonally adjusted, quarterly, regional).
The indexed valuation of the property at default was computed as follows:

Valuation of security default =

HPI def yr, def qtr, region
HPIstart yr, start qtr, region

× Valuation of securitystart

(1)

The date of default was estimated by the bank using the arrears status and the amount of cumulated arrears at
the end of each year for each account. The exact default date was not provided in the dataset.
3
Available from:
http://www.lloydsbankinggroup.com/media1/economic_insight/halifax_house_price_index_page.asp
2
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Valuation at default was then used to calculate some of the variables in Table
8, such as the debt to value ratio (DTV) at default and the ratio of indexed
valuation at default quarter to average valuation for region.
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Table 8. List of application, behavioural and house price index predictor
variables for modelling loss amount and LGD.
Variable

Type

Balance at default (exposure at default)

continuous

Original loan amount

continuous

Original property valuation

continuous

Indexed valuation of property at default quarter

continuous

HPI growth rate at start quarter (%)

continuous

HPI growth rate at default quarter (%)

continuous

HPI index at start quarter (non-seasonally adjusted, quarter,
region)

continuous

HPI index at default quarter (non-seasonally adjusted, quarter,
region)

continuous

Additional mortgage security cover value (AMS)

continuous

AMS as a percentage of indexed valuation at default (%)

continuous

Time on books (years)

continuous

Initial loan to value (LTV)

continuous

Debt to value (DTV)

continuous

Indexed valuation at default quarter to average valuation for
region

continuous

Previous default indicator

binary

Second applicant indicator

binary

Insurance indicator

binary

Loan term (years)

discrete

Property age

categorical

Security type (flat, detached, semi-detached, terraced, other)

categorical

Geographical region (13 levels)

categorical
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3.4. Statistical models
The three types of models fitted to the data will be outlined in sections 3.4.1
to 3.4.3. To set up the model for the zero-adjusted gamma approach, an
investigation into the loss amount distribution was considered. The loss
amount distribution has excess zeroes and a positively skewed distribution.
One way of dealing with excess zeroes and positive skewness is to apply a
mixed discrete-continuous model for the total loss amount.

Such an approach would be to assume that the portfolio is stratified into two
groups: the first group has zero loss amounts and the second group has
non-zero losses which are assumed to have a continuous distribution that
accommodates heavy right skewness.

Let yi = loss amount on the ith account, i = 1,..., n. The mixed discretecontinuous probability function of y can then be written as:

π
if y = 0

f ( y) = 
(1 − π ) g ( y ) if y > 0

(2)

where g(y) is the density of a continuous, right skewed distribution and π is
the probability of zero loss.

Candidate distributions for the non-zero loss amounts, g(y), are given in
Figure 8. Three right-skewed distributions were considered, i.e. the gamma,
inverse Gaussian and log normal distributions. The inverse Gaussian has
been shown to be a suitable fit for total claim sizes in motor insurance
policies (Heller et al., 2007). The normal distribution was also presented as a
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baseline comparison for the other, right skewed distributions. All candidate
distributions were subsequently fitted on a training set of a random twothirds sub-sample. Figure 8 suggests that the gamma distribution had the
best fit for the histogram of non-zero loss amounts. There was also support
for the fitted gamma distribution as it produced the lowest Akaike
Information Criteria (AIC) when compared to the inverse Gaussian and log
normal distributions (Akaike, 1974). The AIC results and associated QQ-plots
of the candidate distributions are contained in Appendix B. The zeroadjusted gamma distribution was therefore considered to model f(y); i.e., the
gamma distribution was selected to model g(y) and a Bernoulli distribution
was used to model π, the probability of zero loss.
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Figure 8. Candidate continuous distributions for non-zero loss amounts on
training set.
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3.4.1. Zero adjusted gamma model

The probability function of the zero-adjusted gamma distribution, denoted
by ZAGA ( µ , σ , π ) , is defined by Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2010):

π
if y = 0


f ( y | µ ,σ , π ) = 
 1 yσ12 −1e− y (σ 2µ ) 
(1 − π )  (σ 2 µ ) 1σ 2 Γ(1 σ 2 )  if y > 0



for 0 ≤ y < ∞, where 0 < π < 1, mean µ > 0, dispersion σ > 0

(3)

with:

E (Y ) = (1 − π ) µ and Var (Y ) = (1 − π ) µ 2 (π + σ 2 )

(4)

The ZAGA model is implemented using the Generalized Additive Models for
Location, Scale and Shape (GAMLSS) framework (Rigby and Stasinopoulos,
2005). This method allows for a wide range of skewed and kurtotic
distributions by explicitly modelling distributional parameters that may
include the location/mean, scale/dispersion, skewness and kurtosis as
functions of predictor variables. Such an approach allows the fitting of
distributions that do not belong to the exponential family as featured in the
Generalized Linear Model (GLM) (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972) and
Generalized Additive Model (GAM) frameworks (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1990,
Wood, 2006).

The GAMLSS approach is also a semi-parametric method that allows the
relationship between the predictor variables and response variable to be
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modelled parametrically or non-parametrically with spline smoothers, the
latter of which are a key feature of the GAM approach.

3.4.2. Modelling probability of zero loss and expected non-zero loss
in terms of predictor variables

There are three components to the ZAGA model. The mean, µ, and
dispersion, σ, of a non-zero loss amount and the probability of zero loss, π,
are modelled in terms of predictor variables using suitable link functions:

J1

log ( µ ) = η1 = Χ β1 + ∑ h j1 ( x j1 )
Τ
1

j =1
J2

log (σ ) = η2 = Χ Τ2 β 2 + ∑ h j 2 ( x j 2 )
j =1

(5)

J3

logit (π ) = η3 = Χ β3 + ∑ h j 3 ( x j 3 )
Τ
3

j =1

where Χ Τk β k denote parametric terms, hjk(xjk) are non-parametric terms such
as smoothing splines and with k = 1, 2, 3 for the distribution parameters.
The dispersion of the non-zero loss amount is the squared coefficient of
variation, δ2/µ2, from the exponential family for the gamma density function
(McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) where δ2 denotes the variance of the non-zero
loss amount distribution. Both the parametric and non-parametric terms are
assumed to be disjoint.

The predictor variables Xk and xjk may differ by the parameter being
modelled. This allows for other predictors having an impact on whether
there is a loss (cf. model component for π), the size of that loss (µ), and the
precision of the corresponding estimate (cf. model part for dispersion σ).
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Also,

the

hjk(xjk)

term

allows

the

predictors

to

be

modelled

non-

parametrically. The log link functions imply multiplicative effects on the
response variable of non-zero loss amount and also ensure predictions will
be non-negative.

The hjk(xjk) functions in this study are modelled with penalized B-splines
(Eilers and Marx, 1996). The addition of such non-parametric smoothing
terms has several advantages including the ability to identify non-linear
relationships between the response and predictor variables (Hastie et al.,
2009). Penalized B-splines were chosen because they are able to select the
degree of smoothing automatically using penalized maximum likelihood
estimation. This selection was done by minimizing the Akaike Information
Criterion, i.e. AIC = -2L + kN, with L the log (penalized) likelihood, k the
penalty parameter of 2, and N the number of parameters in the fitted model
(Akaike, 1974).

3.4.3. Maximum likelihood estimation

According to the model, each account i, is associated with a probability of
zero loss, πi, and a loss amount, yi, given that a loss occurs, which produces
a pair (1-πi, yi). These pairs are then used to form the following likelihood
function term:

n

L (π i , µi , σ i ) = ∏ f ( yi )
i =1


= ∏π i ∏ (1 − π i )  1
 (σ i2 µi )
yi =0
yi >0
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Γ 1 σ i2






(6)

LGD prediction from loss amount

We used an algorithm described in Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005) for
maximum likelihood, which is based on penalized likelihood estimation. The
estimates of the probability of zero loss, mean and dispersion of g(y) are
used to compute an estimate for f(y) which combines the probability of loss
and the loss amount given that there is a loss.

3.4.4. LGD prediction from loss amount

Finally, the predicted value of LGD for each observation is defined by:

LGD =

E (Y )
EAD

(7)

where E(Y) was the account-level fitted value of loss amount from the ZAGA
model and EAD the exposure at default or final loan balance.

3.4.5. Variable selection and goodness of fit

A parsimonious ZAGA model was sought with variable selection performed
through stepwise selection with backward elimination. The minimization of
the AIC statistic (Akaike, 1974) was used during backward elimination.

To assess goodness of fit of the model, the independence of the normalized
quantile residuals and their normality were assessed to verify whether the
model described the systematic part and the remaining information was
independent and identically distributed random noise. The residuals were
checked by observing the mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis and by
inspection of the residual versus fitted value plots, residual density plots and
qq-plots as described in Rigby and Stasinopoulus (2007). In addition, a series
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of discrimination and calibration measures were computed and shown in the
results of Section 4.

The model was developed and implemented using the gamlss package
(Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2007) in R 2.13.1 software (R Development Core
Team, Vienna, Austria).

3.5. Ordinary least squares with beta transformation model

As one of the reference models against which to compare the ZAGA model,
an ordinary least squares with beta transformation model (OLS-beta) was
also fitted (Gupton and Stein, 2005)4. The latter is a well-known technique
that is used in industry for LGD modelling and which has also been used for
comparison purposes in the academic literature (Qi and Zhao, 2011,
Loterman et al., 2012, Bellotti and Crook, 2012, Thomas et al., 2012).

The approach assumes that LGD is beta distributed. The α and β parameters
of the beta distribution are derived from the empirical LGD response variable
distribution and are then used to compute cumulative probabilities.
Subsequently, the inverse standard normal transform is used to convert
these cumulative probabilities from a (0, 1)-scale to (-∞, ∞) to better meet
the OLS normality assumption. Next, OLS regression is performed on this
transformed dependent variable. The values fitted by the OLS model can be
transformed back from (-∞, ∞) to (0, 1) using the normal distribution; these
probabilities are finally transformed back to the starting distribution using
the inverse beta transform.

4

A comparison to standard OLS regression was also considered. However, the OLS model was producing an
excess of negative predictions for LGD. There were between 28 to 39 percent of negative predictions depending
on the validation year used. The OLS method may instead be more useful with LGD distributions that are
strongly bimodal, for example those observed in credit card portfolios (Bellotti & Crook, 2012).
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The beta transform of LGD is given by:

Z = Φ −1  Beta ( LGD, α , β , ε ) 

(8)

where Φ −1 is the inverse standard normal distribution, α and β are positive
shape parameters and ε is a small adjustment for zero LGD values.
For the OLS-beta approach, an adjustment was necessary, whereby a small
value ε, was added to observed zero values of LGD before the first
transformation step. This was essential because the inverse normal and beta
transforms are undefined at zero. However, we found that the fit of the OLS
regression was quite sensitive to the choice of ε. Hence, following a similar
approach of Qi and Zhao (2011), a sensitivity analysis was performed to
select an optimal ε; further details are shown in the results reported in
Section 4.

Note that we chose to model the transformed response variable using
polynomial OLS regression which allowed quadratic and cubic effects for
continuous variables. Such an approach allowed non-linear effects to be
estimated and tested. Variable selection was performed through stepwise
selection with backward elimination based on minimizing the AIC. The OLSbeta model was also developed in R software.
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3.6. Tobit regression model

The LGD distribution is bounded between zero and one and for residential
mortgages there tends to be a large proportion of accounts with zero LGD. It
has been suggested that the Tobit model may be more appropriate for such
data because values below zero and above one are treated as censored. The
LGD response is only observed in the interval [0, 1]. The standard Tobit
model assumes a latent variable y*, for which the residuals conditional on
covariates x are normally distributed. The two-sided Tobit model is then
given by:

y * x ~ N ( µ ,σ 2 )

(9)

where

y = 0, if y* ≤ 0,
= y*, if 0 < y* < 1,
= 1, if y* ≥ 1

(10)

Maximum likelihood estimates can be obtained for the β coefficients; for
further details we refer to Greene (1997). Similar to the previous models,
variable selection was performed through stepwise selection. The model was
implemented in Stata 10.1 software (StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA).
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3.7. Model validation and testing

The method of walk-forward validation (Gupton and Stein, 2005) was used to
evaluate model performance in terms of discrimination and calibration. This
procedure involves repeatedly fitting a model on one time period and testing
its performance on a subsequent time period. This can be considered a
special case of cross validation which features both out-of-sample and outof-time validation. Out-of-time validation allows the assessment of whether
the modelling approach (as opposed to an individual model) is robust
throughout time and credit cycles. The method also helps to prevent
overfitting and could be used to check how reliable the models were.

For the three approaches (ZAGA, OLS-beta and Tobit), first a model was fitted
to data from the years 1988 to 1993 and validated on 1994, which provided
the first validation fold. Next, the training sample was extended from 1988
to 1994 and the resulting models were validated on 1995. This process was
repeated, moving one year forward at a time, until the last validation year of
2000 was reached, thus providing seven years worth of validation folds. In
so doing, the data used to train the model was never used to validate the
model which guaranteed proper out-of-sample and out-of-time testing.
Discrimination and calibration measures were then computed for these seven
years of validation folds to test for model performance differences between
the ZAGA, OLS-beta and Tobit approaches.

A series of discrimination measures for assessing the risk ranking of
accounts were used. In addition to the Area Under the Receiver Operating
Characteristic Curve (AUC), an industry standard measure, we also report
Spearman’s ρ, a ranked correlation coefficient, Pearson r correlation
coefficient, and the H measure, proposed more recently by Hand (2009).
Hand (2009) argues that the H measure is a superior alternative to the AUC
because it is a coherent estimator of discrimination performance. Unlike the
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AUC, it is not sensitive to the empirical score distributions of the default and
non-default groups in the sample. The AUC has a deficiency in that it uses
different misclassification cost distributions for different classifiers, which
implies

that

the

AUC

uses

different

metrics

to

evaluate

different

classification algorithms. However, the H measure maintains coherence
because the misclassification cost distributions functions are given by a prespecified beta distribution, for which the symmetric beta(x; 2, 2) has been
proposed as a default. If there would be any disagreement between these
discrimination measures, Hand (2009) has argued that the H measure should
be considered the measure of choice to compare the performance of each
method. Note that to compute the AUC and H-measure, a dichotomous
response or gold standard variable was necessary; this was created using the
average of the validation year as a cutoff. In other words, both metrics
indicate the extent to which the models are able to distinguish between
higher and lower than average losses in the validation fold.

As a calibration measure, the concordance correlation (Lin, 1989, 2000) was
used to assess the agreement of the predicted LGD from a given model
relative to the observed LGD. The concordance correlation, being a measure
of agreement, differs from the Pearson r correlation which is a measure of
linear association. If observed LGD were plotted against the model-based
LGD estimates, a well-calibrated model would produce estimates that fall on
a 45° line through the origin. The Pearson correlation would fail to detect
departure from the 45° line but agreement measures such as the
concordance correlation will correct for this. Finally, the root mean square
error (RMSE), a commonly used measure in benchmarking studies was also
provided to further assess calibration performance (Bastos, 2010).
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3.8. Results

The following subsections describe the results of our experiments. Section
3.6.1 outlines and discusses a model fitted to a two-thirds training sample.
Subsequent model validation and testing was done using walk-forward
validation over the entire dataset to produce seven years worth of validation
folds as described in section 3.5.

3.8.1. Zero-adjusted gamma model

Table 9 lists the ZAGA model parameter results obtained from the training
set. Backward elimination resulted in a total of 14 predictors being selected
across the three components of the ZAGA model. In Figures 9 to 11, partial
effects plots are shown for a selection of predictors fitted with smoothing
splines (denoted by s() in Table 9). The solid lines denote the penalized Bspline smoothing estimates and the dashed lines represent the standard
errors. The smoothing splines estimated non-linear relationships between
the response of the respective model component (µ, σ, π) and predictor, as
such there was no single regression coefficient or slope associated with the
splines. The splines themselves represent the ‘slope’. In Table 9, for the
smoothing splines denoted by s(), the associated p-values were derived from
a linear parametric fit to the response variables (Rigby and Stasinopoulos,
2005, Hastie et al., 2009).
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Table 9. The zero adjusted gamma model for occurrence of loss and loss amount based on a two-thirds training
sample.
Model component

Estimate

SE

p-value

logit(π) for occurrence of zero loss
Intercept

3.618

0.100

< .001

s(HPI growth at default)

0.019

0.001

< .001

-0.723

0.148

< .001

s(HPI at start quarter)

0.005 <0.001

< .001

s(Time on books)

0.098

0.004

< .001

s(Debt-to-value)

-3.783

0.064

< .001

s(Valuation at default to average valuation for region)

-0.277

0.022

< .001

Previous default indicator (yes vs no)

0.183

0.041

< .001

Security type (detached vs flat)

0.737

0.042

< .001

Security type (semi-detached vs flat)

0.648

0.029

< .001

Security type (terraced vs flat)

0.434

0.025

< .001

Security type (other vs flat)

0.808

0.155

< .001

s(AMS to valuation at default)
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Loan term (16-25 years vs 0-15 years)

-0.775

0.060

< .001

Loan term (26-40 years vs 0-15 years)

-0.217

0.072

0.003

Property age (1919 to 45 vs <1919)

0.126

0.029

< .001

Property age (1945+ vs <1919)

0.082

0.022

< .001

Property age (Missing vs <1919)

0.185

0.297

0.534

Region (Northern Ireland vs England & Wales)

0.801

0.102

< .001

Region (Scotland vs England & Wales)

0.298

0.051

< .001

-0.367

0.130

0.005

s(log[Balance at default])

0.851

0.014

< .001

s(HPI growth at default)

-0.005

0.001

< .001

s(AMS to valuation at default)

0.146

0.055

< .001

s(HPI at start quarter)

0.001 <0.001

< .001

log(µ) of loss amount given loss occurred
Intercept

s(Time on books)

-0.015

0.002

< .001

s(Debt-to-value)

0.785

0.031

< .001

s(Valuation at default to average valuation for region)

0.119

0.013

< .001
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Previous default indicator (yes vs no)

-0.058

0.021

0.006

Security type (detached vs flat)

-0.193

0.015

< .001

Security type (semi-detached vs flat)

-0.230

0.010

< .001

Security type (terraced vs flat)

-0.176

0.008

< .001

0.015

0.062

0.806

Second applicant indicator (yes vs no)

-0.020

0.007

0.005

Property age (1919 to 45 vs <1919)

-0.100

0.010

< .001

Property age (1945+ vs <1919)

-0.171

0.008

< .001

Property age (Missing vs <1919)

-0.050

0.132

0.703

0.168

0.074

0.024

-0.165

0.028

< .001

-0.697

0.008

< .001

s(HPI growth at default)

0.019

0.001

< .001

s(Time on books)

0.035

0.002

< .001

Insurance policy at default (yes vs no)

0.079

0.016

< .001

Security type (other vs flat)

Region (Northern Ireland vs England & Wales)
Region (Scotland vs England & Wales)

log(σ) of loss amount given loss occurred
Intercept
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Region (Northern Ireland vs England & Wales)

0.393

0.050

< .001

Region (Scotland vs England & Wales)

0.155

0.025

< .001

* s() is a penalized B-spline smoothing function5

5

The splines have a linear component, for example the cubic splines are a series of polynomial functions, starting with a linear component.
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As the partial effects plots shown in Figure 9 are on a logit scale and
considering that the logit link function was chosen for the occurrence of zero
loss (π) model component, these plots can also be used to identify potential
non-linear relationships between the predictor and response. Hence, Figure 9
clearly indicates that several of the predictors clearly are non-linearly related
to the response.

The debt-to-value (DTV) ratio was one of the stronger predictors for the
occurrence of zero loss, exhibiting a non-linear negative relationship with
the response; i.e., higher values of DTV result in lower odds of zero loss.
This is an intuitive result since the risk of having to repossess and
subsequently sell the property at a value that is lower than the remaining
loan amount is expected to be greater when the loan size is close to or even
exceeds the estimated market value of the property. The HPI growth rate at
default also had a non-linear but positive relationship with the response,
indicating that in time periods where the housing market is doing well, zero
losses are more common. The time on books predictor had a positive
relationship with the response (which again is intuitive as a larger part of the
loan will have been paid off by the time of default); the effect was most
pronounced for the shorter periods with a plateau observed after a certain
time point. Indexed property valuation at default over average valuation for
the region had a negative relationship. This suggests that relatively higher
priced properties had greater chances of incurring losses after default. The
bumpiness observed in some of the plots was due to low number of
observations in certain ranges of the covariates.
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Figure 9. Occurrence of zero loss amount for zero adjusted gamma model.

Next, Figure 10 shows a selection of partial effects plots on a log scale for
the mean component, µ, of the gamma distribution, i.e. the loss amount
given that a loss occurs. The solid line again represents the penalized Bspline smoothing estimate and the dashed lines represent the point-by-point
standard errors. As the mean component was developed with the log link
function, these plots can again be used to check for possible non-linear
relationships between the predictor and response.

Please note that other

partial effects plots of predictors from Table 9 were omitted for brevity.
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The plots in Figure 10 suggest that the four predictors again had non-linear
relationships with the response. The indexed debt-to-value ratio (DTV)
exhibited a positive relationship with the response, with larger DTVs
contributing greater factor changes to the mean. As can be expected, the
final loan balance was one of the most important predictors for the mean
component and had a positive relationship with the response (i.e., larger
loan balances implying greater losses), with the effect being more
pronounced for the lower range of loan balances. The plot for the time on
books predictor suggested a bathtub relationship, with the lowest and
highest years on books yielding somewhat larger losses, whilst for the
middle part of the range the plot was relatively flat. Overall, the valuation at
default to average valuation for region predictor also had a positive
relationship with the response. However, there appeared to be two distinct
modes at the range limits. Such an effect could perhaps be observed because
the lowest and highest priced properties may have been more difficult to
sell, thus resulting in larger loss amounts.
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Figure 10. Mean of loss amount given loss occurred for zero adjusted
gamma model.

Figure 11 displays another selection of partial effects plots on log scale, this
time for the dispersion component (σ) of the gamma distribution for loss
amount given loss occurred. The dispersion of the non-zero loss amount is
the squared coefficient of variation, δ2/µ2, from the exponential family for
the gamma density function (McCullagh and Nelder, 1989) where δ2 denotes
the variance of the non-zero loss amount distribution. Higher values of its
spline estimates (log scale) on the y-axis indicate increased levels of
dispersion. For example, similarly to Leow and Mues (2012), we observe that
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time on books is shown to mostly have a positive effect on dispersion (i.e.
the exact loss gets harder to estimate the longer an account has been on the
books prior to default – this is intuitive as a valuation based on market
information may be less accurate for properties sold fairly long ago) until for
a certain point onward the dispersion seemed to reduce again.

Figure 11. Dispersion of loss amount given loss occurred for zero adjusted
gamma model.

3.8.2. Ordinary least squares with beta transformation model

To develop the OLS-beta model, an adjustment ε for zero LGDs was
necessary. The sensitivity of ε was investigated by fitting the model on a
wide range of ε values from 1e-11 to 0.06 on each available year. Results are
shown in Table 10 for three representative years. The bootstrapped standard
errors were computed on 100 bootstrapped samples and suggested the insample estimates of R2 and RMSE were reasonably precise. The findings
indicated that the optimal value of ε was 0.01 as this was consistently the
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value at which both the R2 was arguably maximized and RMSE was
minimized.

Given this optimal value of ε, the estimated parameters of an OLS-beta
polynomial regression model based on a random two-thirds training sample
are displayed in Table 11 of the Appendix in Section 3.9. The fitted OLS-beta
model achieved an adjusted R2 value of 0.298. Walk-forward validation
results were also produced using the same ε value of 0.01 and are further
discussed in the following subsection.
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Table 10. Model diagnostics of ε values for representative years.
Year
1997

1998

1999

R

ε

2

Bootstrap
SE

RMSE

Bootstrap
SE

1.00E-11

0.301

0.002

1.391

0.003

0.0001

0.310

0.002

0.815

0.002

0.0005

0.312

0.002

0.731

0.002

0.001

0.312

0.002

0.693

0.001

0.005

0.314

0.002

0.610

0.001

0.01

0.313

0.002

0.583

0.001

0.05

0.305

0.002

0.593

0.002

0.06

0.301

0.002

0.606

0.002

1.00E-11

0.295

0.002

1.385

0.003

0.0001

0.304

0.002

0.811

0.002

0.0005

0.305

0.002

0.728

0.002

0.001

0.306

0.002

0.691

0.002

0.005

0.307

0.002

0.608

0.002

0.01

0.307

0.003

0.581

0.002

0.05

0.298

0.003

0.593

0.002

0.06

0.295

0.003

0.606

0.002

1.00E-11

0.293

0.002

1.367

0.003

0.0001

0.301

0.002

0.801

0.002

0.0005

0.303

0.002

0.719

0.002

0.001

0.303

0.002

0.682

0.002

0.005

0.304

0.002

0.601

0.002

0.01

0.304

0.003

0.575

0.002

100

0.05

0.294

0.003

0.591

0.002

0.06

0.291

0.003

0.604

0.002

3.8.3. Tobit regression model
The fitted parameters of a Tobit regression model based on a random twothirds training sample are listed in Table 12 of the Appendix in Section 3.10.
The resulting model achieved a McFadden’s Pseudo R2 of 0.338 and walkforward validation results are discussed in the next section.

3.8.4. Discrimination and calibration measures based on walkforward validation

Walk-forward validation was performed and discrimination and calibration
measures were computed for each validation year from 1994 to 2000 (see
Figure 12). The performance for the ZAGA approach was measured as a
whole for predicting LGD (not loss amounts). The discrimination results (i.e.,
the Pearson r and Spearman’s ρ, AUC and H-measure) indicated that the
ZAGA models fairly consistently showed better discrimination performance
compared to the OLS-beta models. The OLS-beta approach marginally
discriminated better only in 1996 according to Spearman’s ρ and AUC. Tobit
performed similarly to ZAGA by the Spearman’s ρ measure and for some of
the years according to the Pearson r. The AUC and H-measure indicated
ZAGA discriminated better than Tobit for most years.

Calibration results (which included the concordance correlation rc and RMSE)
suggested

that

the

ZAGA

model

also

showed

superior

calibration

performance for most of the validation years compared to OLS-beta. The year
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2000 was the only year where OLS-beta had similar calibration performance
to ZAGA in terms of RMSE. The Tobit model displayed poorer concordance
correlation for most years but was competitive with the ZAGA model
according to the RMSE measure.
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Figure 12. Discrimination and calibration measures with walk-forward
validation for LGD model performance.
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In addition to the statistical measures of discrimination and calibration,
Figure 13 shows the mean LGD of the observed and expected values
grouped into 10 risk bands of equal frequency for four representative years.
If expected values were perfect, the plotted points would lie on the 45° line
of perfect prediction. For the years shown, the ZAGA model had average
expected LGD values closer to the line of perfect prediction which suggested
higher calibration ability than the OLS-beta model. The competitive
calibration of the Tobit model is apparent in Figure 13 where ZAGA has a
modest improvement in calibration performance. In 1994, all three models
appeared to underestimate LGD and the underestimation was most
noticeable for the OLS-beta model where there were more predictions near
zero (ε). Generally, the ZAGA model discriminated well between lower and
higher risk bands.
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Figure 13. Mean LGD by decile risk bands with walk-forward validation for
four representative years.
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Finally, Figure 14 plots the mean observed minus forecast (expected) LGD for
the validation years 1994 to 2000. If the models were perfect, the plotted
values would lie on the horizontal line where y=0. Again, the ZAGA model
calibrated better than the OLS-beta for all seven years and was modestly
improved for a majority of the years with the Tobit model. All three models
showed larger mean errors in 1997. The Tobit model calibrated better than
the ZAGA model in 1996 and 1997, whereas ZAGA had higher calibration for
1998, 1999 and 2000.
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0.08

Figure 14. Difference between mean observed and forecast LGD with walkforward validation.
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3.9. Conclusions and future research

This paper develops and empirically validates a zero-adjusted gamma (ZAGA)
model with a semi-parametric formulation to estimate loss given default
amounts in a residential mortgage loan portfolio. The model includes logadditive components for the mean and dispersion of loss amounts given that
a loss occurs and a logistic-additive component for the probability of a zero
loss. These model components are estimated independently and can be
fitted with the same set or different selections of covariates. The relationship
between the response variable and covariates can be modelled either
parametrically or non-parametrically. To estimate LGD, we then take the
predicted loss amount values from the model and divide them by the
exposure or loan balance at observation time. In that sense, we estimate LGD
through a direct estimate for the loss amount.

One of the benefits of the suggested approach is that the three components
of the mixture model provide the analyst with a three-way interpretation, by
estimating the factors that predict the occurrence of a loss on the one hand,
the factors that influence the size of the resulting loss amount and the
factors that influence the dispersion of the loss amount. The dispersion
estimates could be used to provide more conservative estimates where
parameters are less certain, which would be useful for managing model risk
in a banking environment. The dispersion estimates (e.g. Figure 11) can be
used to provide a variance of the loss amount or corresponding LGD at an
account level through equation 4. In addition, the dispersion estimates
include standard errors from which the upper bound could be used to
determine a variance with higher conservatism. The ZAGA model allows
greater insight into the factors that predict LGD compared to interpretations
offered by the OLS-beta and Tobit models which may not be as intuitive.
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Also, another advantage of the semi-parametric nature of the model is that
the method does not imply a ‘black box’ approach for interpreting the
effects of individual covariates. The relationship between the response
variable and covariates are modelled with flexible non-parametric splines and
the interpretation of effect size remains explicit. This transparent feature of
the method may be useful when explaining or defending an implemented
model to regulators.

When empirically tested on a large dataset of UK mortgage defaults using a
walk-forward validation procedure, the proposed method was shown to
perform favourably, both in terms of discrimination and calibration, when
compared to two well-known industry methods, i.e. the OLS-beta approach
adopted by LossCalc (Gupton and Stein, 2005) and Tobit regression model
(Tobin, 1958, Greene, 1997). Therefore we conclude that the zero adjusted
gamma model presents a powerful alternative to existing LGD modelling
approaches, by allowing one to produce LGD estimates not by modelling the
often inconvenient distribution of the LGD rate itself but instead modelling
the loss amount using a semi-parametric mixture model.

One limitation of our study is that there is a possibility that the model's
estimate of the loss amount will exceed the actual loan balance and hence
predict LGD values beyond the value of 1 if left untruncated. If, unlike in our
experiments, such a situation would occur regularly and it is considered an
issue by the model developer, the choice of distribution for the loss amount
should be re-examined because the gamma distribution may not be suitable
for that dataset. Instead, other types of skewed distributions could then be
considered, for example the inverse Gaussian or log normal.

We suggest several opportunities for future research. In the Basel II Accord, a
downturn and stressed LGD estimate is required for regulatory capital
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requirements. One approach to compute downturn estimates for our model
would be to provide stressed values to key covariates that enter the model.
For example, loan-to-value, Halifax HPI growth and HPI index values may be
scaled appropriately to downturn economic conditions before model
estimation. As the gamma component for positive loss amounts estimates
the conditional mean and dispersion, the variance and quantiles of the total
loss amounts can be computed from the fitted mixture density. Hence
quantiles or percentiles of predicted LGD can be produced, which may also
be useful for conservative, downturn or stressed estimates of LGD for Basel
regulations. In addition, the conditional quantiles of the loss amount may be
better estimates of LGD than the conditional mean which we have focussed
on. There has indeed been other research in credit risk modelling that
suggested the use of quantiles may be more useful for prediction (Somers
and Whittaker, 2007, Zhang and Thomas, 2012).

Another possible extension would be to explore whether the performance of
the zero-adjusted gamma model could be further improved by including a
more comprehensive set of macroeconomic variables, as our current study
has only included house price index covariates. Due to limitations in the
data, we did not have a panel dataset structure. Hence, lagged covariates
were not used in the models which would be expected to improve predictive
performance further. Also, a fourth avenue of research would be to estimate
the total loss arising from accounts at the portfolio level, at various time
points. Such an approach was considered by Heller et al. (2007) when they
estimated the total claim size for a portfolio of Australian motor insurance
policies using their discrete-continuous mixture model.

Finally, our study has used a logistic-additive model to develop the model
component for occurrence of zero loss. There would be further opportunities
to develop potentially superior models by considering other types of binary
classification methods, perhaps based on data mining or ensemble methods
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such as regression trees (Bastos, 2010), support vector machines, neural
networks (Baesens et al., 2003) or random forests (Breiman, 2001). However,
it should be noted that several of these methods are ‘black box’ approaches
where the effects of individual explanatory variables are not interpreted
conveniently.
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3.10. Appendix for Chapter 3

Table 11. Ordinary least squares regression with beta transformation on LGD based on a two-thirds training sample.
Predictor

Estimate

Intercept

SE

p-value

1.698

0.135

<.001

Indexed valuation at default

-1.92E-06

1.35E-07

<.001

Indexed valuation at default2

6.79E-13

6.90E-14

<.001

Indexed valuation at default3

-6.33E-20

9.00E-21

<.001

Balance at default

2.57E-06

1.91E-07

<.001

Balance at default2

-1.40E-12

1.45E-13

<.001

Balance at default3

1.87E-19

2.47E-20

<.001

-0.003

3.70E-04

<.001

HPI growth at default2

-3.27E-04

3.17E-05

<.001

HPI growth at default3

6.59E-06

6.83E-07

<.001

AMS to valuation at default

0.768

0.053

<.001

AMS to valuation at default2

-3.053

0.610

<.001

HPI growth at default
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-0.015

0.002

<.001

HPI at start quarter2

7.23E-05

1.19E-05

<.001

HPI at start quarter3

-1.12E-07

2.05E-08

<.001

Time on books (years)

-0.240

0.005

<.001

Time on books (years)2

0.033

0.001

<.001

Time on books (years)3

-0.001

4.45E-05

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)

-1.245

0.057

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)2

1.807

0.053

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)3

-0.505

0.015

<.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region

-0.202

0.028

<.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region2

0.117

0.014

<.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region3

-0.015

0.002

<.001

Previous default (yes vs. no)

-0.028

0.008

<.001

Security type (detached vs. flat)

-0.215

0.009

<.001

Security type (semi-detached vs. flat)

-0.234

0.007

<.001

Security type (terraced vs. flat)

-0.173

0.006

<.001

Security type (other vs. flat)

-0.209

0.028

<.001

0.117

0.009

<.001

HPI at start quarter

Loan term (16-25 years vs. 0-15 years)
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0.018

0.012

0.151

Second applicant (yes vs. no)

-0.018

0.005

<.001

Geographical region (Northern Ireland vs. England & Wales)

-0.067

0.018

<.001

Geographical region (Scotland vs. England & Wales)

-0.090

0.011

<.001

Loan term (26-40 years vs. 0-15 years)

R2 = 0.298, Adj. R2 = 0.298, AIC = 129,912, BIC = 130,236

Table 12. Tobit regression on LGD based on a two-thirds training sample.
Predictor

Estimate

SE

p-value

Intercept

0.905

0.150

<.001

Indexed valuation at default

-3.20E-06

1.77E-07

<.001

Indexed valuation at default2

1.96E-12

1.41E-13

<.001

Indexed valuation at default3

-2.86E-19

2.60E-20

<.001

Balance at default

3.04E-06

2.29E-07

<.001

Balance at default2

-2.40E-12

2.35E-13

<.001

HPI growth at default

-0.001

0.000

0.031

HPI growth at default2

-0.0004

0.000

<.001

HPI growth at default3

7.05E-06

6.82E-07

<.001
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AMS to valuation at default

1.421

0.117

<.001

AMS to valuation at default2

-5.320

0.796

<.001

AMS to valuation at default3

6.762

1.589

<.001

HPI at start quarter

-0.017

0.002

<.001

HPI at start quarter2

0.0001

0.0000

<.001

HPI at start quarter3

-1.20E-07

2.08E-08

<.001

Time on books (years)

-0.181

0.005

<.001

Time on books (years)2

0.026

0.001

<.001

Time on books (years)3

-0.001

0.000

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)

1.948

0.095

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)2

-0.696

0.074

<.001

Debt-to-value (DTV)3

0.061

0.018

0.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region

-0.204

0.026

<.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region2

0.128

0.013

<.001

Valuation at default to average valuation for region3

-0.015

0.002

<.001

Previous default (yes vs. no)

-0.032

0.008

<.001

Security type (detached vs. flat)

-0.162

0.008

<.001

Security type (semi-detached vs. flat)

-0.171

0.006

<.001
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Security type (terraced vs. flat)

-0.110

0.005

<.001

Security type (other vs. flat)

-0.112

0.025

<.001

Loan term (16-25 years vs. 0-15 years)

0.144

0.011

<.001

Loan term (26-40 years vs. 0-15 years)

0.043

0.013

0.001

Second applicant (yes vs. no)

-0.012

0.004

0.001

Geographical region (Northern Ireland vs. England & Wales)

-0.168

0.019

<.001

Geographical region (Scotland vs. England & Wales)

-0.092

0.010

<.001

Pseudo R2 = 0.338, AIC = 56,079, BIC = 56,393, σ (SE) = .356 (.002)
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Table 13. R code to fit a zero adjusted gamma model with penalized Bsplines.
library(gamlss)
mzaga <- gamlss(Loss2 ~ pb(x1, method="GAIC") + pb(x2, method="GAIC")
+ ... + factor(x5),
sigma.fo =~ pb(x1, method="GAIC") + ... + factor(x5),
nu.fo =~ pb(x2, method="GAIC") + ... ,
data = train, family = ZAGA)
summary(mzaga)

Table 14. R code to fit an ordinary least squares with beta transformation
model.

# Add epsilon to LGD values of zero or less
LGD_adj[LGD<=0] <- 0.01

# Compute alpha and beta for beta distribution
Mu <- mean(LGD_adj)
Var <- var(LGD_adj)
Alpha <- (Mu^2*(1-Mu)/Var)-Mu
Beta <- Alpha*(1/Mu-1)

# Transform LGD to beta distributed variable and then transform to a normal
distributed variable
LGD_cumBeta = pbeta(LGD_adj, shape1=Alpha, shape2=Beta)
LGD_invNorm = qnorm(LGD_cumBeta, mean=Mu, sd=sqrt(Var))
LGD_invstdNorm = qnorm(LGD_cumBeta)
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mols_beta <- lm(LGD_invstdNorm ~ x1 + x2 + ... + factor(x5), data = train)
summary(mols_beta)

Table 15. Stata code to fit a two-sided Tobit regression model.
xi: tobit lgd x1 x2 x3 ... i.x5 i.x6, ll(0) ul(1)
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Abstract

4.1. Abstract
The Basel II and III Accords allow banks to calculate regulatory capital using
their own internally developed models under the advanced internal ratingsbased approach (AIRB). The Exposure at Default (EAD) is a core parameter
modelled for revolving credit facilities with variable exposure. The credit
conversion factor (CCF), the proportion of the current undrawn amount that
will be drawn down at time of default, is used to calculate the EAD and poses
modelling challenges with its bimodal distribution bounded between zero
and one. There has been debate on the suitability of the CCF for EAD
modelling. We explore alternative EAD models which ignore the CCF
formulation and target the EAD distribution directly. We propose a mixture
model with the zero-adjusted gamma distribution and compare its
performance to three CCF models based on OLS, Tobit and fractional
response regression which are used in industry and academia. Additionally,
we assess credit usage - the percentage of the committed amount that has
been currently drawn, as a segmentation criterion to combine direct EAD and
CCF models. The models are applied to a dataset from a credit card portfolio
of a UK bank. The performance of these models is compared using crossvalidation on a series of measures. We find the zero-adjusted gamma model
to be more accurate in calibration than the CCF models and that segmented
approaches offer further performance improvements. These results indicate
direct EAD models without the CCF formulation can be an alternative to CCF
based models or that both can be combined.

Keywords: exposure at default; credit cards; generalized additive models;
regression; risk analysis
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4.2. Introduction
The Basel II and III Accords define the standards for calculating regulatory
capital requirements for banks across the world (Basel Committee on
Banking Supervision, 2005a, 2011). Under the Advanced Internal RatingsBased approach (AIRB), banks are allowed to assess credit risk using their
own internally developed models which target three key parameters for each
credit facility: (i) Probability of Default, PD, (ii) Loss Given Default, LGD and
(iii) Exposure at Default, EAD. These parameter estimates can be used to
produce an estimate for the expected loss (EL) or to estimate the unexpected
loss for which banks must hold capital. Beyond the purpose of calculating
regulatory capital, these three parameters have wide ranging uses for banks,
serving as inputs into economic capital models, stress testing, impairment
forecasting, pricing and informing portfolio management across retail,
corporate and wholesale portfolios.

In retail credit risk, PD modelling has been the main focus of credit research
for several decades and in recent years, LGD models with challenging
bimodal distributions have also been the focus of research (Loterman et al.,
2012). Although EAD distributions are comparatively as difficult to model,
they have received much less attention in the literature.

For credit card and overdraft portfolios, EAD estimation has proven a hard
problem to tackle in practice. For fixed exposures such as residential
mortgages and personal loans, the estimate for EAD can simply be taken
from the current on-balance amount and little if any modelling is required.
For credit cards though, the revolving nature of the credit line poses
challenges with regards to predicting the exposure at default time. As credit
card customers may borrow more money in the months prior to default,
simply taking the current balance for non-defaulted customers would not
produce a conservative enough estimate for the amount drawn by the time
of default. The EAD could partially be driven by current or recent customer
behaviour (i.e. credit usage, drawn, undrawn amounts, changes to undrawn
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amounts over time). As an example of two distinct behaviour groups, some
customers, classified as transactors, tend to pay off their entire balance at
the end of each month and some others, termed revolvers, tend to pay off
only part of the monthly balance and hence incur interest charges (So et al.,
2013).

Figure 15. Estimating EAD using the CCF for a one year time horizon.

To estimate the EAD for credit cards or other forms of revolving credit, the
Basel II/III Accord has suggested the use of historic data to evaluate the
Credit Conversion Factor (CCF), i.e. the proportion of the current undrawn
amount that will likely be drawn down at time of default (Valvonis, 2008).
The Accord did not explicitly require EAD models to use CCF calculations;
however, CCFs are regularly referred to in the Accord. Once a CCF estimate
is produced for a (segment of) variable exposure(s), the EAD is then given
by: EAD = Current Drawn Amount + (CCF × Current Undrawn Amount). Figure
15 illustrates the calculation of EAD for a one year horizon based on the
drawn and undrawn amount after adjustment using the CCF estimate.

With this (indirect) approach, the accuracy of EAD prediction is obviously
linked to the quality of the CCF model and such modelling has posed
substantial challenges because the distribution of CCF does not conform to
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standard statistical distributions. CCF distributions tend to be highly bimodal
with a probability mass at zero (no change in balance), another at one
(borrowing has gone up to the credit limit), and a relatively flat distribution
in between, not unlike some LGD distributions (Loterman et al., 2012).
Furthermore, in many CCF datasets, one might see a substantial number of
negative CCFs and CCFs greater than one (an example of the latter may be
where the credit limit has increased between the point of observation and
the time of default, allowing the customer to go over the original limit); since
the final model estimates themselves would have to be constrained between
zero and one, such individual observations are sometimes truncated to zero
or one, respectively (Jacobs, 2010).

Traditional regression modelling with ordinary least squares (OLS) may be
less suitable for the CCF because predicted values may be less than zero or
greater than one, leading to invalid CCF predictions. Additionally, the nonnormality of the error term undermines many of the OLS tests. Standard
logistic

regression

commonly

used

for

PD

models

would

also

be

inappropriate because the CCF response variable is proportional and not
binary. Appropriate discretization of the CCF response would be necessary,
which could result in some information loss, or alternatively, fractional
response regression should be considered.

Taplin et al. (2007) have argued that the CCF formulation is problematic
because the bounded CCF distribution forces EAD to be equal to the credit
limit when CCF equals 1. In practice, it is common to find accounts with EAD
greater than the credit limit from charges accrued due to additional
purchases over the limit and interest charges, or credit limit changes. The
authors instead suggested models that predict EAD directly and ignore the
CCF formulation. However, Yang and Tkachenko (2012) have contended that
CCF models are more suitable given that the EAD response variable may be
too statistically difficult to model given the granular scale of currency
amounts and that the CCF formula is less prone to such scaling issues with
its range being limited to the unit interval.
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The aims of this paper are to empirically assess alternative statistical
methods for modelling the EAD by targeting the EAD distribution directly
rather than focusing on the CCF; to evaluate this, we use a credit card
portfolio from a large UK bank. We hypothesize that competitive EAD models
can be developed by ignoring the CCF formulation and instead selecting EAD
as the response variable in a statistical model. Two different direct EAD
models are considered – an OLS model and a zero-adjusted gamma model
(Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2005, 2007).

The zero-adjusted gamma (ZAGA) model was explored to deal with the
positively skewed nature of EAD and considering its prior use in predicting
the LGD amount of residential mortgage loans (Tong et al., 2013). In this
model, the EAD amount is modelled as a continuous response variable using
a semi-parametric discrete-continuous mixture model approach with the
zero-adjusted gamma distribution. Firstly, as the non-zero or positive EAD
amount displays right-skewness, it is modelled with the gamma distribution.
The mean and dispersion of the positive EAD amount are modelled explicitly
as a function of explanatory variables. Secondly, the probability of the (non-)
occurrence of a zero EAD amount is modelled with a logistic-additive model.
All mixture components, i.e. the logistic-additive component for the
probability of zero EAD and the log-additive components for the mean and
dispersion of the EAD amount conditional on there being a non-zero EAD,
can be estimated using account-level behavioural characteristics.

The performance of these direct EAD models are benchmarked against three
CCF models (with CCF as the response variable) using OLS, Tobit and
fractional response regression. These approaches are established methods
used in industry and/or academia for EAD and LGD modelling (Brown, 2011,
Bellotti and Crook, 2012).

When borrowers are already close to maxing out the credit line and the
undrawn amount is low, the CCF can become highly volatile and model
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performance may be compromised (Qi, 2009). Therefore, a combined
approach is suggested that segments on credit usage (i.e. utilisation rate, or
the percentage of the committed amount that has been currently drawn) and
then uses two separate models, with either the CCF or EAD as the response
variable, depending on the utilisation segment that the credit card falls into.
We hypothesize that the combined use of CCF modelling for accounts with
low utilisation and direct EAD models for accounts with high utilisation may
improve the overall model performance.

Our dataset included time to default as a variable. In practical model
development, this variable would be considered unknown a priori for each
customer and would not typically be used as a candidate covariate in
predictive model fitting. Nonetheless, it has been used in previous empirical
studies to study explanatory drivers of CCF (e.g. Moral, 2011). Therefore,
discarding it would make our results less comparable to those reported by
others. Furthermore, it would be interesting to explore this time effect on
the various components of the ZAGA model, particularly the dispersion
component as one would intuitively expect the error variance to increase the
more time elapses between the point of observation and default.

To allow a model with time to default as one of its explanatory variables to
be applied to a prediction task, we propose an additional survival analysis
model component. Survival analysis has previously been employed to model
time to default in retail loan portfolios, providing insight into factors that
predict when consumers are more likely to default (Stepanova and Thomas,
2002, Malik and Thomas, 2010, Tong et al., 2012). Similarly, we develop a
PD model using the Cox proportional hazards model (Cox, 1972, Hosmer et
al., 2008) with time to default as the event of interest but with the length of
the cohort period as time horizon. We then show how the resulting monthly
PD estimates can be combined with an EAD model that has time to default
included as a covariate. Leow and Crook (2013) have also combined survival
and panel modelling methods comprising credit limit and drawn balance
models to predict EAD for credit cards. We suggest this method could further
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incorporate the time to default as a predictive covariate in an EAD model to
improve model performance.

The novel aspects of our study thus are that we (1) evaluate whether
competitive EAD models can be developed by targeting the EAD distribution
directly without using a CCF component, (2) assess credit usage as a
segmentation criterion allowing us to combine two types of EAD models to
further improve performance, (3) compare the performance of these new
approaches to CCF models commonly used in industry and/or academia and
(4) propose an additional survival analysis component to allow the use of
time to default as a predictive covariate in EAD modelling. All models will be
assessed out-of-sample using cross validation on a series of discrimination
and calibration measures.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In section 4.3, an
overview of the dataset along with the application and behavioural
characteristics used for the EAD models will be presented. The statistical and
validation methods used in our experiments are discussed in section 4.4.
Next, the results of the models are discussed in section 4.5. Section 4.6 will
conclude the paper and suggest some further avenues for research.

4.3. Data
The dataset consisted of 10,271 observations of accounts from a major UK
bank. The dataset derived from a credit cards portfolio observed over a three
year period from January 2001 to December 2004. In the absence of
additional data about other potential default triggers, for the purpose of this
study, a default was defined to occur when a charge off or closure was
incurred on the credit card account. To compute the observed CCF value, the
original data set was divided into two twelve-month cohorts. The first cohort
ran from November 2002 to October 2003 and the second cohort from
November 2003 to October 2004. In the cohort approach for CCF, discrete
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calendar periods are used to group defaulted facilities into 12-month
periods, according to the date of default. Data was then collected on
candidate EAD risk factors and drawn/undrawn amounts at the beginning of
the calendar period and drawn amount at the default date.

Figure 16 shows the empirical CCF distribution after truncation; the mean
CCF value here was 0.515 (sd = 0.464). The value is similar to that of S&P
and Moody's defaulted borrowers' revolving lines of credit from 1985 to
2007, as reported by Jacobs (2010); there, the truncated mean was 0.422 (sd
= 0.409). Note that the bimodal nature of Figure 16 shows similarities to
reported LGD distributions (Loterman et al., 2012, Bellotti and Crook, 2012).
Figure 17 displays the distribution we observed for the EAD, clearly showing
the positively skewed nature of this variable. Please note that some of the
scales on the figures in this study have been removed for data confidentiality
reasons.
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Figure 16. Distribution of the Credit Conversion Factor (after truncation).
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As shown in Table 16, a total of 11 candidate variables were considered for
the models. The first six candidate variables in Table 16 were suggested by
Moral (2011). They were generated from the monthly data in each of the
cohorts, where td is the default date and tr is the reference date (i.e. the start
of the cohort). The latter six variables were previously suggested in Brown
(2011), with the aim of improving the predictive performance of the models.

The credit conversion factor for account i, CCFi, was calculated as the ratio of
the observed EAD minus the drawn amount at the start of the cohort over
the credit limit at the start of the cohort minus the drawn amount at the start
of the cohort, i.e.:

CCFi =

E ( t d )i − E ( t r )i
L ( t r )i − E ( t r )i
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Table 16. Candidate variables considered for EAD models.
Variable(s)
Committed amount

Notation

L(tr)

Description
advised credit limit at start of cohort

Drawn amount

E(tr)

exposure at start of cohort

Undrawn amount

L(tr) – E(tr)

limit minus exposure at start of cohort

Drawn percentage
(or Credit usage)

E ( tr )
L ( tr )

exposure at start of the cohort divided by
credit limit at start of the cohort (also
commonly referred to as utilisation rate or
credit usage)

Time to default

td – tr

default date minus reference date (months)

Rating class

R(tr)

behavioural score at start of cohort
grouped into
4 bins: (1) AAA-A, (2) BBB-B, (3) C, (4)
Unrated

Average days
delinquent
Undrawn percentage

Average number of days delinquent in
previous 3, 6, 9, or 12 months
L ( tr ) − E ( tr )
L ( tr )

undrawn amount at start of cohort divided
by credit limit at start of cohort

Limit increase

binary variable indicating increase in
committed amount since 12 months prior
to start of cohort

Absolute change
drawn

Absolute change in drawn amount: variable
amount at tr minus variable amount 3, 6 or
12 months prior to tr

Relative change
drawn

Relative change in drawn amount: variable
amount at tr minus variable amount 3, 6 or
12 months prior to tr, divided by variable
amount 3, 6 or 12 months prior to tr,
respectively.
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4.4. Statistical models
The following sections outline the different statistical modelling approaches
used to regress the EAD or CCF against the candidate drivers listed in Table
16. The direct EAD models (i.e. those with EAD as the response variable) are
described in Section 4.4.1. The three types of CCF models used are outlined
in Section 4.4.2. The segmented models are introduced in Section 4.4.3 and
the survival model add-on is outlined in Section 4.4.4. Finally, the process of
model validation and testing is described in Section 4.4.5.

4.4.1. Direct EAD models
4.4.1.1.

Zero-adjusted gamma model

The credit cards portfolio is stratified into two groups, the first group having
zero EAD (in the absence of further data, we have to assume these may
potentially include a number of special or technical default cases, charge-offs
related to other accounts, truncated/rounded observations, transfers of the
outstanding amount to other repayment arrangements, or they could be the
result of late payments subsequent to the default trigger entering the EAD
calculation) and a second group having non-zero EADs. The latter appears to
have a continuous positively skewed distribution (see Figure 17) and
accounts for the large majority of cases.

Let yi denote the EAD observed for the ith account, i = 1,..., n; x will be used
to denote the vector of covariates observed for the account. A mixed
discrete-continuous probability function for yi can then be specified as:

π
if y = 0

f ( y) = 
(1 − π ) g ( y ) if y > 0

(2)

where g(y) is the density of a continuous distribution and π is the probability
of zero EAD.
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Figure 18 shows different candidate distributions for g(y) fitted to the nonzero EADs. Three positively skewed distributions were explored: the gamma,
inverse Gaussian and log normal distributions; the normal distribution is
shown as a reference comparison. The candidate distributions were fitted
onto a training set of a random 70 percent sample. Figure 18 indicates that
the gamma distribution produced the most suitable fit for the histogram of
positive EADs. There was further support for the fitted gamma distribution
as it produced the lowest Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) when compared
to the inverse Gaussian and log normal distributions. The AIC results and
associated QQ-plots of the candidate distributions are contained in Appendix
C. The zero-adjusted gamma distribution was hence selected to model f(y).
The resulting model will be referred to in this paper as ZAGA-EAD.
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The probability function of the ZAGA

( µ,σ , π )

model, a mixed discrete
discrete-

continuous distribution, is defined by Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2010
(2010):

π
if y = 0


f ( y | µ ,σ , π ) = 
 1 yσ12 −1e− y (σ 2µ ) 
(1 − π )  (σ 2 µ ) 1σ 2 Γ(1 σ 2 )  if y > 0



for 0 ≤ y < ∞, where 0 < π < 1, mean µ > 0, dispe
dispersion
rsion σ > 0

(3)

with:

E ( y ) = (1 − π ) µ and Var ( y ) = (1 − π ) µ 2 (π + σ 2 )
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Zero-adjusted gamma model

The ZAGA-EAD model is implemented using the Generalized Additive Models
for Location, Scale and Shape (GAMLSS) framework developed by Rigby and
Stasinopoulos (2005). Their approach allows a range of skewed and kurtotic
distributions to explicitly model distributional parameters that may include
the location/mean, scale/dispersion, skewness and kurtosis as functions of
explanatory variables. GAMLSS also allows fitting of distributions that do not
belong to the exponential family as provided in Generalized Linear Model
(GLM) (Nelder and Wedderburn, 1972) and Generalized Additive Model (GAM)
frameworks (Hastie et al., 2009).

The GAMLSS approach is a semi-parametric method that allows the
relationship between the explanatory variables and response variable to be
modelled either parametrically (e.g. where linearity is met), or nonparametrically, using spline smoothers, the latter of which is a key feature of
the GAM approach.

There are three components to the ZAGA-EAD model. The mean, µ, and
dispersion, σ, of a non-zero EAD and the probability of zero EAD, π, are
modelled as a function of the explanatory variables using appropriate
respective link functions:

J1

log ( µ ) = η1 = x1′ β1 + ∑ h j1 ( x j1 )
j =1

J2

log (σ ) = η2 = x′2 β 2 + ∑ h j 2 ( x j 2 )
j =1

(5)

J3

logit (π ) = η3 = x′3 β3 + ∑ h j 3 ( x j 3 )
j =1

where x′k β k denote parametric terms, hjk(xjk) are non-parametric terms such
as smoothing splines and with k = 1, 2, 3 for the distribution parameters
(hence, each model component can have its own selection of covariates). The
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dispersion of non-zero EAD is the squared coefficient of variation, δ2/µ2,
from the exponential family for the gamma density function (McCullagh and
Nelder, 1989) where δ2 denotes the variance of the non-zero EAD
distribution. The hjk(xjk) functions are modelled with penalized B-splines
(Eilers and Marx, 1996). Such non-parametric smoothing terms have the
ability to find non-linear relationships between the response and predictor
variables (Hastie et al., 2009). Penalized B-splines were chosen because they
are able to select the degree of smoothing automatically using penalized
maximum likelihood estimation. This selection was done by minimizing the
Akaike Information Criterion, i.e. AIC = -2L + kN, with L the log (penalized)
likelihood, k the penalty parameter of 2, and N the number of parameters in
the fitted model (Akaike, 1974). Automatic selection of smoothing may
suggest non-linear or linear relationships to the response variable as
discovered in the data.

Each account, i in this model is associated with a probability of zero EAD, πi,
and a non-zero EAD amount, yi. These pairs are then used to form the
following likelihood function term:

n

L (π i , µi , σ i ) = ∏ f ( yi )
i =1


= ∏π i ∏ (1 − π i )  1
 (σ i2 µi )
yi =0
yi >0


1 −1

σ2

yi
1

σ2
i

i

e



− yi  σ 2µi 
 i 

( )

Γ 1 σ i2






(6)

An algorithm developed by Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005) was used, which
is based on maximum (penalized) likelihood estimation. The estimates of the
probability of zero EAD, mean and dispersion of g(y) are used to compute an
estimate for f(y) which combines the probability of EAD and the EAD amount
given that there is a non-zero EAD.
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The model was developed and implemented using the gamlss package by
Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2007) in R 3.0.1 software (R Development Core
Team, Vienna, Austria).

4.4.1.2.

Ordinary least squares

The second direct EAD model was based on a standard OLS regression of the
EAD response (untransformed) against the explanatory variables. We denote
this model as OLS-EAD. A parsimonious model was selected through
stepwise selection and backward elimination based on a 5 percent α-level.

4.4.2. CCF models
Three models comprising OLS, Tobit and fractional response regression were
developed to predict the CCF (rather than the EAD directly). An account-level
estimate for EAD is then derived from the predicted CCF as follows:

EAD = Current Drawn Amount + (CCF × Current Undrawn Amount)

(7)

Firstly, a standard OLS regression model, denoted OLS-CCF, was fitted for the
CCF target. Secondly, a Tobit regression model (Tobin, 1958, Greene, 1997),
denoted Tobit-CCF, was developed, which treats observations with CCF
below zero and above one as censored with the response only observed in
the interval [0, 1]. The Tobit model assumes a latent variable y*, for which
the residuals conditional on covariates x are normally distributed. The twosided Tobit model is given by:

y * x′ ~ N ( µ , σ 2 )
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CCF models

where

y = 0, if y* ≤ 0,
= y*, if 0 < y* < 1,
= 1, if y* ≥ 1

(9)

Maximum likelihood estimates are obtained for the β coefficients; for further
details we refer to Greene (1997).

Thirdly, a fractional response regression (denoted FRR-CCF) was run. This
model has been used for modelling bimodal LGD distributions of credit cards
and corporate loan portfolios (Bellotti and Crook, 2012, Qi and Zhao, 2011).
FRR is a quasi-likelihood method proposed by Papke and Wooldridge (1996)
to model a fractional continuous response variable bounded between zero
and one, with valid asymptotic inference.

E ( CCF | x′ ) = F ( x′β )

(10)

where x is a vector of explanatory variables, β is a vector of coefficients and
F() represents the logistic functional form which ensures that predicted
values are constrained between zero and one.

F ( x′β ) =

1
1 + exp ( −x′β )

(11)

To estimate the β coefficients, the log-likelihood function is maximized, i.e.
the sum of over all accounts of:

l ( β ) = CCF × log  F ( x′β )  + (1 − CCF ) × log 1 − F ( x′β ) 

(12)

Similarly to the direct EAD models, variable selection for all CCF models was
performed through stepwise selection and backward elimination. The OLS138

Credit usage segmentation model

EAD and all three CCF models were developed with SAS 9.3 software (SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

4.4.3. Credit usage segmentation model
Segmented models were developed using the credit usage variable to
partition accounts into low and high utilisation accounts. A CCF model was
then fitted to the low usage subset of the data, an EAD model to the latter.
Sensitivity analysis was used to identify an optimal credit usage cut-off for
the partitioning. Model calibration performance was evaluated by varying the
credit usage segmentation cut-point from 10% to 95%. The cut-off that
produced the highest calibration performance (i.e. lowest MAE, RMSE; cf.
section 3.5) was selected. When a cut-off was identified, low usage accounts
were modelled with an FRR-CCF model since this is the model that achieved
the highest calibration performance among the CCF models considered
earlier. High usage accounts were tackled with OLS-EAD and ZAGA-EAD
models. We denote the two resulting segmentation models by OLS-USE (the
one comprising FRR-CCF and OLS-EAD) and ZAGA-USE (i.e. FRR-CCF
combined with ZAGA-EAD), respectively.

4.4.4. Survival EAD model
To allow the time to default variable to be used as an explanatory variable in
practical model development, we propose that a Survival PD model be
developed and applied in conjunction with the EAD model. The time to
default variable is unknown a priori and cannot be used for predictive
modelling with conventional EAD model frameworks. To avoid having to
discard the variable, a survival PD model component was developed with the
Cox proportional hazards (PH) approach. Two aforementioned models, OLSEAD and ZAGA-EAD, with time to default as an explanatory variable, were
considered for the EAD component.
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The semi-parametric approach in hazard form for the Cox PH model is given
by:

h ( t | x′ ) = h0 ( t ) exp ( x′β )
where h ( t | x′ )

(13)

is the hazard or default intensity at time t conditional on a

vector of explanatory variables x′ , and in which h0(t) is the baseline hazard,
i.e., the propensity of a default occurring around t (given that it has not
occurred yet) when all explanatory variables are zero. The baseline hazard is
left unspecified for the Cox PH model.

Combining estimates from the Cox PH and EAD models, we calculate the
expected EAD for account i, as follows:

12

(

EAD = ∑  S ( t − 1) − S ( t )  × EAD ( t )
t =1

)

(14)

where S ( t ) is the survival function at time t,  S ( t − 1) − S ( t )  thus gives the
probability of default occurring in the t-th month according to the Cox PH
model, and EAD ( t ) is the EAD model estimate (according to OLS-EAD or
ZAGA-EAD) conditional on the time to default being t.

Note that, to produce valid EAD estimates, the horizon length for the Cox
model must be the length of each cohort period (12 months) and the origin
of time is taken to be the start of the cohort period in which default occurs;
this means no event time censoring is observed in the data and each of the
produced default probabilities are indeed conditional on the account
defaulting over the cohort period. One could argue that, in the absence of
censoring, other (non-survival) regression methods could also be considered,
but its flexible baseline hazard still makes the Cox PH model an attractive
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candidate for modelling time to default. The Cox PH model was developed
with SAS 9.3 software (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA).

4.5. Model validation and testing
To assess the out-of-sample performance of the models thoroughly, 10-fold
cross validation was conducted on the entire sample of accounts on a series
of discrimination and calibration measures. All measures were derived from
account-level EAD predictions (either direct ones or produced indirectly
through a predicted CCF) to have a common base of comparison. To evaluate
discriminatory power (i.e. the models' ability to discriminate between
different levels of EAD risk), the Pearson r and Spearman’s ρ correlation were
computed. The Pearson r measures linear association and the Spearman’s ρ
correlation measures the correlation between the rank orderings of observed
and expected EADs. Calibration performance (here seen as the model's
ability to come up with accurate account-level estimates of EAD) was
assessed with the mean absolute error (MAE) and the root mean square error
(RMSE).
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4.6. Results
Next, we present the results obtained for a direct EAD model, two competing
CCF models, the sensitivity analysis of the segmented model and the crossvalidated performance measures to compare all models (reported values here
are averages over each 10 runs). Finally, we show the findings for the added
survival component.

4.6.1. ZAGA-EAD model parameters
The parameters of a representative ZAGA-EAD model are shown in Table 17,
with the three sub-components for the occurrence of zero EAD, mean of nonzero EAD and dispersion of non-zero EAD: π, µ and σ respectively. The
covariates fitted with splines are denoted by s(.) in the table and the
estimates shown represent the coefficients for linear fits. The other
estimates without spline functions are either fitted as categorical variables or
linearly as continuous variables.

Figure 19 shows the partial effect plots on the logit or log odds scale for the
occurrence of zero EAD. These plots can be useful for interpreting coefficient
estimates. For example, larger undrawn amounts are associated with a
higher propensity (and probability) of zero EAD and larger exposure
commitment corresponds to a lower propensity of zero EAD. Precision of the
estimates can be gauged with standard errors represented as dashed yellow
lines.

For example, in Figure 19, the partial effect of Rating 2 versus Other Ratings
is shown as approximately -1 on the logit or logodds scale, which represents
the propensity of zero EAD after adjustment for the effect of other covariates
in the model. Hence the odds for the occurrence of zero EAD would reduce
by 63% (1 − e −1 ) for Rating 2 versus other Ratings.
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Table 17. Zero-adjusted gamma model (ZAGA-EAD) based on a 70 percent
training sample.
Model component
Estimate
SE
p-value
log(µ) for non-zero EAD
Intercept
6.949 0.007
<.001
s(Commitment amount)
0.0003 8.0e-7
<.001
s(Undrawn percentage)
-1.561 0.015
<.001
Time to default
0.003 0.001
<.001
Average days delinquent (last 6 months)
-0.0004 2.1e-4
0.055
Rating class 1 versus others
0.038 0.020
0.064
log(σ) for non-zero EAD
Intercept
-3.630 0.055
<.001
Undrawn percentage
3.497 0.048
<.001
Time to default
0.033 0.007
<.001
logit(π) for occurrence of zero EAD
Intercept
-6.000 1.259
<.001
Undrawn amount
0.008 0.002
0.002
Commitment amount
-0.007 0.002
0.002
Average days delinquent (last 12 months)
0.128 0.051
0.012
Rating class 2 versus others
1.848 1.120
0.099
6
s() is a penalized B-spline smoothing function

6

The splines have a linear component, for example the cubic splines are a series of
polynomial functions, starting with a linear component.
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Figure 19. Propensity of zero EAD for zero-adjusted gamma model.
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Importantly, Figure 20 shows the partial effects for the mean and Figure 21
the dispersion of non-zero EAD. For example, the commitment size plot in
Figure 20 suggests higher committed exposure is linked to larger EAD, but
the relationship is non-linear (which could in part be explained by the log
link function used). A longer time to default is also associated with higher
EAD. All of the effects encountered appear to be intuitive.

In Figure 21, the undrawn percentage plot shows a strong positive linear
relationship whereby higher undrawn proportions are associated with higher
dispersion in the non-zero mean of EAD. This implies the ZAGA-EAD model
has greater uncertainty in EAD prediction for accounts with low credit usage,
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which provides some justification for including our segmented models (i.e.
OLS-USE, ZAGA-USE) into the study.

Also, time to default has the expected

positive relationship with both conditional mean (as the drawn down amount
can accumulate over time) and dispersion (the farther from default, the
harder to predict the final balance) – hence, there is potential value in the
survival component proposed earlier.
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Figure 20. Mean of non-zero EAD for zero-adjusted gamma model.
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Figure 21. Dispersion of non-zero EAD for zero-adjusted gamma model.
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4.6.2. OLS-CCF and FRR-CCF model parameters

The OLS and FRR models with CCF as the response variable were two of the
benchmark models. The parameter estimates for a representative 70 percent
training sample are shown in Table 18 for OLS-CCF and Table 19 for FRRCCF. For brevity reasons, coefficient estimates for the Tobit-CCF and OLSEAD models are not shown in this chapter but are available in the Appendix.
Stepwise variable selection for both models resulted in similar choices of
covariates. The direction of the coefficient estimates from both models is
consistent and confirms previous findings by Jacobs (2010) where the effect
of credit usage was negative while commitment amount and time to default
were positive in sign.
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Table 18. CCF model with ordinary least squares regression (OLS-CCF) based
on a 70 percent training sample.
Parameter
Intercept
Commitment amount
Drawn amount
Credit usage (%)
Time to default
Rating class 1 vs 4
Rating class 2 vs 4
Rating class 3 vs 4
Average days delinquent (last 6 months)

Estimate
SE
p-value
0.152 0.030
<.001
-5.8e-5 5.5e-6
<.001
7.9e-5 6.8e-6
<.001
-0.128 0.026
<.001
0.036 0.002
<.001
0.241 0.037
<.001
0.244 0.018
<.001
0.091 0.018
<.001
0.003 0.001 0.0019

Table 19. CCF model with fractional response regression (FRR-CCF) based on
a 70 percent training sample.
Parameter
Intercept
Commitment amount
Drawn amount
Credit usage (%)
Time to default
Rating class 1 vs 4
Rating class 2 vs 4
Rating class 3 vs 4
Average days delinquent (last 6 months)

4.6.3.

Estimate
SE
-1.497 0.146
-2.7e-4 2.8e-5
3.6e4 3.5e-5
-0.591 0.125
0.158 0.011
1.058 0.177
1.055 0.089
0.407 0.089
0.012 0.004

p-value
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.004

Sensitivity analysis of credit usage based segmentation
models

For the OLS-USE and ZAGA-USE segmented models, a line search was
required to determine an appropriate cut point for segmenting the accounts
into low- and high-usage segments. Table 20 shows this sensitivity analysis
for the OLS-USE model. The optimal cut point (i.e. the one yielding the model
combination with the lowest MAE) was found to be at 90% credit usage,
which also happened to be the median of the variable.
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Table 20. Performance measures from 10-fold cross validation by varying
credit usage segmentation cut-off used by the OLS-USE model.

Measure
Pearson r
Spearman ρ
MAE
RMSE

4.6.4.

10%
0.790
0.733
920.1
1623.9

20%
0.792
0.739
911.3
1620.3

Credit usage percentage cut-off
30%
50%
70%
80%
0.794
0.801
0.808
0.808
0.743
0.747
0.753
0.752
902.0
873.6
847.8
837.9
1615.3 1597.2 1582.9 1575.9

90%
0.804
0.750
829.9
1565.7

95%
0.796
0.743
839.2
1571.7

Discrimination and calibration performance

The discrimination and calibration performance of the models, all in terms of
the EAD predictions produced by them, were assessed with 10-fold cross
validation and are shown in Table 21. There was broad similarity of
discriminatory performance across models based on the Pearson r and
Spearman ρ. There did not appear to be a model that was superior based on
these measures.

The results did reveal performance differences based on the MAE and RMSE
calibration measures. Among the CCF models, the FRR-CCF had the lowest
MAE and RMSE (best performance). Among all models, the OLS-EAD had the
highest MAE (worst performance). Although the RMSE was higher than for
two of the CCF models, ZAGA-EAD had the lowest MAE at 833.5 among all
non-segmented models. Segmentation by credit usage, i.e. using the OLSUSE and ZAGA-USE approach, reduced the MAE further. The ZAGA-USE had
the lowest MAE of all model approaches with 819.2.

Figure 22 shows the observed EAD histogram along with fitted EAD densities
for FRR-CCF, ZAGA-EAD and ZAGA-USE. The fitted values were computed
through 10-fold cross validation. Importantly, the ZAGA-EAD model is able to
reproduce the large peak at the lower bound of EAD more closely than the
other models. This also provides a plausible explanation as to why ZAGAEAD was characterised by a highly competitive MAE but a somewhat
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disappointing RMSE, as producing a wider distribution may result in some
larger residuals that are heavily penalised by the latter criterion.

Table 21. Performance measures from 10-fold cross validation for CCF,
direct EAD and segmented credit usage models.
Measure
Pearson r
Spearman ρ
MAE
RMSE

OLSCCF
0.792
0.741
859.0
1614.8

TobitCCF
0.799
0.737
870.6
1586.3

FRRCCF
0.801
0.743
856.1
1577.7
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OLSEAD
0.809
0.744
883.3
1546.1

ZAGAEAD
0.798
0.742
833.5
1602.5

OLSUSE
0.804
0.750
829.9
1565.7

ZAGAUSE
0.803
0.749
819.2
1571.0

Discrimination and calibration performance
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Figure 22. Histogram of observed EAD and predicted EAD densities from 10fold cross validation for FRR-CCF, ZAGA-EAD and ZAGA-USE models.
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4.6.5.

Survival model component

A survival model was trained to show how an EAD model having time to
default as a covariate could still be applied in a prediction setting. The
results of fitting the Cox proportional hazards model onto a representative
training sample are shown in Table 22. Positive coefficient estimates imply
that a unit increase in the variable is associated with an increased hazard
(and thus shorter time to default) and, conversely, negative values indicate
reduced hazards of defaulting (default tends to occur later). The predicted
values from this model were then combined with the direct EAD models
described in Section 4.4.1 and predicted EAD values were computed
according to equation 14. As all accounts were guaranteed to default within
a 12 month time horizon, the estimated survival function was set to zero at t
= 12, i.e. no accounts survived beyond 12 months in the sample.

The survival EAD model demonstrated good discrimination ability with a
Pearson r of 0.798 and Spearman ρ of 0.741. The MAE and RMSE were 830.3
and 1603.2, respectively, showing very competitive explanatory power
compared to a setting where time to default would be allowed to enter the
EAD calculation directly. The model performed better in terms of MAE than
all models except for the segmented credit usage models.
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Table 22. Cox proportional hazards PD model component of Survival EAD
model on a 70 percent training sample.
Parameter
Credit usage (%)
Rating class 1 vs 4
Rating class 2 vs 4
Rating class 3 vs 4
Average days delinquent (last 3 months)
Average days delinquent (last 12 months)
Relative change drawn (last 3 months)
Absolute change drawn (last 3 months)
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Estimate
SE
0.239 0.038
-0.527 0.081
-0.635 0.039
-0.315 0.041
0.007 0.002
-0.020 0.003
-2.6e-6 1.1e-6
4.4e-5 1.3e-5

p-value
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.021
0.001

Conclusions and future research

4.7. Conclusions and future research
Our study considered the development of EAD models which target the EAD
distribution directly in lieu of the CCF. Two such direct models were
developed using OLS and the zero-adjusted gamma approach. These were
compared to more commonly known CCF variants using OLS, Tobit and
fractional response regression. Segmentation by credit usage was also
attempted, which involves combining CCF and direct EAD models based on a
suitable cut-off level.

Through cross validation of discrimination measures, the results broadly
showed direct EAD models and CCF models ranked risk similarly. In terms of
calibration measures (the MAE and RMSE), the FRR-CCF model had the
highest performance among CCF variants. The OLS-EAD model had the
lowest RMSE; however, the model produced 15 negative fitted values of EAD
as its output is not constrained to be a positive value. Although these values
could in theory be truncated, this may be considered a drawback of using
the OLS model for targeting EAD directly. The OLS-CCF model had the
second lowest MAE among CCF models but it also produced 10 negative
fitted values of CCF predictions below zero.

The ZAGA-EAD showed the highest performance among the CCF and direct
EAD models, having the lowest MAE from the cross validated findings.
Additionally, the ZAGA-EAD model does not produce negative EAD values as
the zero-adjusted gamma distribution only predicts values of zero and
above.

The notion that CCF models perform better for low credit usage accounts
and that direct EAD models perform better for high credit usage accounts
appeared to be supported by various findings. The positive relationship of
the undrawn percentage with the dispersion parameter in the ZAGA-EAD
model indicated that direct EAD models are less precise for low credit usage.
Also, the segmented credit usage models developed by combining CCF and
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direct EAD models provided further performance improvements. Although
the discrimination results remained broadly similar relative to nonsegmented models, the calibration performance was improved with lower
MAE and RMSE values observed for both types of segmented models. The
OLS-USE model produced the second lowest MAE among all model types; the
ZAGA-USE model had the lowest MAE which represented the most accurate
model for this study.

Our models included the time to default as a predictive covariate. We showed
that the time to default variable which is unknown a priori for a credit line
can be applied in a prediction context by using a survival model component
alongside a direct EAD model approach. This provides EAD estimates for
each month weighted by the respective PD. The survival EAD model was very
competitive and had similar performance compared to the use of a model
with actual values of time to default.

The direct EAD models had some limitations with respect to drawn balances.
Basel compliance requires estimated EAD to be at least equal to or above the
drawn balance of the credit line. Some accounts from direct EAD models
could have predicted EAD that is less than the drawn balance. Thus during
model implementation, appropriate overrides could be used to floor such
account-level EAD predictions at the observed drawn balance. This effect
would not occur for truncated CCF models where the CCF cannot take values
below zero. We note however that if the direct EAD model is used to pool
accounts into different EAD risk grades, account-level estimates of EAD that
fall outside of the expected range would present less of a problem and the
ZAGA-EAD model's better calibration performance would likely imply better
grade-level estimates of EAD.

Future avenues for research could explore further improving the segmented
credit usage models by developing CCF model components, for example,
using a beta inflated mixture model (Rigby and Stasinopoulos, 2010) to
accommodate the highly bimodal nature of the CCF distribution. An EAD
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distribution with long tails may also be better fitted as a direct EAD model,
e.g. using two component gamma distributions for two underlying
subpopulations of low and high EAD amounts. The survival model
component may be further developed using parametric survival models with
truncated survival distributions which allows for fixed maximum time
horizons given defaulted accounts have done so within a 12 month horizon.
Approaches to develop downturn CCF and EAD models could be considered.
Such

models

would

incorporate

macroeconomic

variables

with

corresponding downturn values of an economic cycle to produce downturn
EAD estimates. Alternative approaches would be to adjust covariate values of
the EAD model to be consistent with downturn conditions, e.g. credit usage
for all accounts could be increased by a factor adjustment suggested by
historical observed data before input into the model.

In summary, our results suggest direct EAD models using the gamma model
without the CCF formulation offer a competitive alternative to CCF based
models. The findings also indicate model segmentation by credit usage may
improve calibration performance further, which implies direct EAD models
are a complement to CCF based models. This is a positive finding for EAD
models as the focus of prediction is not just on risk ranking ability but on
the concordance of the observed and predicted values. We suggest EAD
model developers consider exploring the use of direct EAD models and
credit usage as a segmentation criterion for uplift in calibration performance.
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Chapter 5.

Conclusions

This three-paper thesis developed three types of Basel risk parameter models
for PD, LGD and EAD, respectively. In the PD paper, the mixture cure model
was introduced and developed in a credit scoring context. Mixture cure
models were originally proposed in medical statistics to model long-term
survival of cancer patients in terms of two distinct subpopulations – those
that are cured of the event of interest and will never relapse, along with
those that are uncured and are susceptible to the event. By analogy with the
medical setting, a large proportion of the credit dataset may not experience
the default event of interest during the loan term. A mixture cure model
predicting (time to) default on a UK personal loan portfolio was developed
and its performance was compared to the Cox proportional hazards method
and standard logistic regression. Results for credit scoring at an account
level and prediction of the number of defaults at a portfolio level were
presented. Model performance was evaluated through cross validation on
discrimination and calibration measures. Discrimination performance for all
approaches was found to be high and competitive. The calibration
performance for the survival approaches was found to be superior to logistic
regression for intermediate time intervals and useful for fixed 12 month time
horizon estimates. This finding reinforced the flexibility of survival analysis
as both a risk ranking tool and for providing robust estimates of probability
of default over time. The mixture cure model's ability to distinguish between
two subpopulations can offer additional insights by estimating the
parameters that determine susceptibility to default in addition to parameters
that influence time to default of a borrower.

In the second paper, a new approach was developed to estimate loan-level
LGD in retail portfolios such as mortgage loans. Such LGD distributions are
known to be difficult to model because they typically contain an extensive
amount of zeroes. An alternative approach was proposed in which a different
response variable was targeted, i.e. the total loss amount incurred on a
defaulted loan. A mixed discrete-continuous model was developed where the
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model simultaneously accommodates the probability of zero loss and the
loss amount given that loss occurs. The model included log-additive
components for the mean and dispersion of loss amounts given that a loss
occurs and a logistic-additive component for the probability of a zero loss.
To estimate LGD, the predicted loss amount values from the model were
divided by the exposure or loan balance at observation time.
The zero adjusted gamma model was empirically tested on a large dataset of
UK mortgage defaults using a walk-forward validation procedure on seven
years of data. The proposed method was shown to perform well, both in
terms of discrimination and calibration, when compared to two well-known
industry methods, i.e. the OLS-beta regression method adopted by KMV
Moody’s LossCalc (Gupton and Stein, 2005) and the Tobit regression model.
The zero adjusted gamma model was shown to be a powerful alternative to
existing LGD modelling approaches, by allowing one to produce LGD
estimates not by modelling the often inconvenient distribution of the LGD
rate itself but instead modelling the loss amount using a semi-parametric
mixture model.

The three components of the mixture model were shown to provide the
analyst useful insights with a three-way interpretation, by estimating the
factors that predict the occurrence of a loss on the one hand, the factors that
influence the size of the resulting loss amount and the factors that influence
the dispersion of the loss amount. The dispersion estimates could be used
for more conservative estimates in those parts of the input space where
parameters are more uncertain, which would be a priority for managing
model risk in a banking environment. The zero adjusted gamma model thus
allowed greater insight into the factors that predict LGD compared to
interpretations offered by the OLS-beta and Tobit models which may not be
as intuitive. These interpretation advantages may be attractive to regulatory
agencies.

In the third paper, the development of EAD models was considered which
targeted the EAD distribution directly in lieu of the CCF. Two such direct
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models were developed using OLS and the zero-adjusted gamma approach.
These were compared to well known CCF variants used in industry and
academia - OLS, Tobit and fractional response regression. Additionally, credit
usage, i.e. the percentage of the committed amount that has been currently
drawn, was considered as a segmentation criterion to combine direct EAD
and CCF models; this approach involves combining CCF and direct EAD
models based on a suitable cut-off level.

The models were applied to a dataset with revolving credit lines from a credit
card portfolio of a UK bank. The performance of these models was compared
through 10 out-of-sample folds using cross-validation on a series of
measures. The results broadly suggested that direct EAD models and CCF
models risk ranked similarly. In terms of calibration performance, the direct
EAD approach of the zero-adjusted gamma model was found to be more
accurate than the CCF models and the segmented approaches offered further
performance improvements. These results indicate direct EAD models
without the CCF formulation can either be an alternative to or complement
CCF based models, suggesting EAD model developers could consider
exploring the use of direct EAD models and credit usage as a segmentation
criterion for uplift in calibration performance.

The third paper also demonstrated a method to include the time to default
as a predictive covariate. The time to default for a credit line is unknown a
priori but can be used in a prediction context through the addition of a
survival model component. The survival EAD model was highly competitive
and performed similarly well compared to a model with actual values of time
to default.

In summary, this thesis has introduced a selection of mixture model
methods to consumer credit risk modelling for the Basel risk parameters.
The mixture cure model has been shown to offer additional insight into
predicting factors that influence the susceptibility to default and the time to
default of a borrower, in essence predicting if and when a default occurs.
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This has been the first time in the consumer credit risk literature that this
model has been applied.

Additionally, mixed discrete-continuous distributions can be used to model
the highly challenging parametric distributions for LGD and EAD by targeting
the loss amount and EAD distribution directly. The zero adjusted gamma
models decompose these distributions to individual components by
modelling the zero amount and the non-zero amounts separately. Highly
non-linear relationships between the response and covariates can be
modelled flexibly through non-parametric splines and linear relationships
can be accommodated parametrically. The models have been tested
thoroughly out-of-sample through walk-forward validation or cross-validation
and have been found to be very competitive and at times outperforming
several industry benchmarks on a series of validation metrics.
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Figure 23. Area under the Curve with 95% confidence intervals from 100-fold
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Figures 23 to 25 display the discriminations results contained in Table 5 of
Chapter 2. The x-axes denote the loan term and time point from which the
measures of discrimination (i.e. AUC, H-measure, KS) are computed. For
example, an interpretation of the x-axes follows
-

“L2, T2” refers to Loan Term 12 months and Time 12 months.
“L24, T24|12” refers to Loan Term 24, Time 24 months conditional on
survival till 12 months.
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Figure 24. H-measure with 95% confidence intervals from 100-fold cross
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Figure 25. KS statistic with 95% confidence intervals from 100-fold cross
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This section contains further tables and figures results and model
diagnostics which were not included in Chapter 3 or the journal publication.

Figure 26. QQ plots of candidate distributions for modelling the non-zero
loss amount response variable.
Gamma

Inverse Gaussian

Log normal

Normal
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Figure 27. QQ plot of the zero adjusted gamma model conditional on
covariates as shown in Table 9.

Table 23. Deviance, Akaike and Bayesian Information Criterion by candidate
distributions for loss amount response variable.
Distribution

Deviance

AIC

BIC

Normal

525,626

525,630

525,646

Lognormal

508,634

508,638

508,654

Inverse Gaussian 554,214

554,218

554,234

Gamma

504,870

504,886

504,866

Figure 8 of Chapter 3 displayed probability density functions of fitted
candidate distributions for the occurrence of zero loss and the loss amount.
The associated QQ plots are shown in Figure 26.
The QQ plot of the ZAGA model conditional on covariates (from Table 9) is
shown in Figure 27. The ZAGA model conditional on covariates has a high fit
according to Figure 27.
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Table 23 contains the deviance, AIC and BIC measures. The deviance is
minus twice the fitted log-likelihood. The minimum deviance, AIC and BIC
results were achieved by the gamma distribution which indicated the best fit
amongst the four distributions.
The QQ plots were computed using the methodology described by the coauthors of GAMLSS, Rigby and Stasinopoulos (2005, 2007). They proposed
using the residuals of Dunn and Smyth (1996) to check the adequacy of the
models with the respective fitted distributions. The normalized quantile
residuals are given by

rˆi = Φ −1 ( uˆi )

(

)

= Φ −1  F yi | θˆ i 



(1)

where Φ −1 is the inverse cumulative distribution function of a normal variate,

(

i
yi, is an observation i, ui = F yi | θ

distribution function and

)

is the assumed cumulative

θ i = ( µi , σ i ,ν i ,τ i ) , the distribution parameters from

the GAMLSS framework.
If a model is correctly specified, u has a uniform distribution between zero
and one, whereby u is transformed into a z-score, r, using ri = Φ

−1

( ui ) , the

inverse cumulative distribution function of a normal variate. Hence r will
have a standard normal distribution. The normalized quantile residual r is
the z-score corresponding to observation y from its fitted distribution.
Figures 26, 27 and Table 23 collectively support the fit for the gamma
distribution when compared to the other three distributions.
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This section contains further tables and figures results and model
diagnostics which were not included in Chapter 4 or the journal publication.

Table 24. CCF model with Tobit regression (Tobit-CCF) based on a 70
percent training sample.
Parameter
Intercept
Commitment amount
Drawn amount
Credit usage (%)
Time to default
Rating class 1 vs 4
Rating class 2 vs 4
Rating class 3 vs 4
Average days delinquent (last 6 months)

Estimate
0.152
-1E-04
0.0001
-0.128
0.036
0.242
0.244
0.091
0.003

SE
p-value
0.03
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.03
<.001
<.001
<.001
0.04
<.001
0.02
<.001
0.02
<.001
<.001
0.002

Table 25. EAD model with ordinary least squares regression (OLS-EAD) based
on a 70 percent training sample.
Parameter
Intercept
Commitment amount
Drawn amount
Time to default
Limit increase (last 12 months)
Rating class 1 vs all others
Absolute change drawn (last 3 months)
Absolute change drawn (last 12 months)
Average days delinquent (last 9 months)
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SE
p-value
Estimate
-577.0
71.2
<.001
0.36
0.01
<.001
0.59
0.02
<.001
102.64
8.03
<.001
93.68
42.95
0.029
332.16 115.81
0.004
-0.12
0.02
<.001
0.06
0.02
0.001
-8.09
3.15
0.010
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Figure 28. QQ plots of candidate distributions for modelling EAD response
variable.
Gamma

Inverse Gaussian

Log normal

Normal

Figure 18 of Chapter 4 displayed probability density functions of fitted
candidate distributions for the occurrence of zero EAD and the EAD amount.
The associated QQ plots are shown above in Figure 28. The QQ plots were
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derived from normalized quantile residuals of Dunn and Smyth (1996) which
were defined in Appendix B.

Table 26. Deviance, Akaike and Bayesian Information Criterion by candidate
distributions for the EAD response variable.
Distribution

Deviance

AIC

BIC

Normal

121,137

121,141

121,154

Lognormal

119,455

119,459

119,472

Inverse Gaussian 124,589

124,593

124,606

Gamma

118,091

118,105

118,087

Table 26 showed the minimum deviance (minus twice the fitted loglikelihood), AIC and BIC results were achieved by the gamma distribution
which indicated the best fit amongst the four distributions.
According to Table 26 and Figure 28, the deviance, AIC and BIC measures
collectively support the fit for the gamma distribution when compared to the
other three distributions.
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Figure 29. Cumulative distribution functions of observed EAD and predicted
EAD from 10-fold cross validation for FRR-CCF, ZAGA-EAD and ZAGA-USE
models.

Figure 29 is an alternative graph for model comparisons to the histogram
and fitted densities of Figure 22 in Chapter 4. The figure shows the ZAGAEAD model has more accurate predictions for the lower ranges of EAD.
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Chapter 2: SAS code
The SAS macro and associated documentation to develop the mixture cure
model, stored as PSPMCM.zip, can be downloaded from the following link:
Corbière, F., & Joly, P. (2007). A SAS macro for parametric and
semiparametric
Programs

in

mixture

cure

models.

Computer

Biomedicine,

85(2),

173-180.

Methods

and

doi:

DOI:

10.1016/j.cmpb.2006.10.008
http://etudes.isped.u-bordeaux2.fr/BIOSTATISTIQUE/PSPMCM/US-BiostatsPSPMCM.htm
The zip file contains over 50 pages of SAS code. The PSPMCM SAS macro was
extended to perform out-of-sample prediction for the marginal survival
functions as the original code from the web link performs in-sample
predictions only. The extension, in the form of a 100-fold cross validation
macro, is shown in the xval_mix macro below.
The following SAS code adapts a generic cross validation macro published by
Gonen (2007). The adaption is to enable the macro to work with various
statistical models developed in Chapter 2. The original variable names in the
dataset have been renamed for reasons of data confidentiality.

/**********************************************/
/* Mixture cure model, cross validation macro */
/**********************************************/
%macro xval_mix(model=,k=);
data _modif;
set creditsurv&model.;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k.;
data _modif&i.; set _modif(where=(xv ne &i));
run;
data out&i.; set _modif(where=(xv=&i));
run;
%end;
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/* Mixture model - 12 months loan term */
%if &model. = 12 %then %do;
%do j=1 %to &k.;
%pspmcm(data = _modif&j., censcod = censor, time = failuretime,
var =
x1(I, .)
x2(I, .)
x3(S, .)
x4(I, .)
x5(I, .)
x6(I, 1),
incpart = logit, survpart = Cox, tail = zero, su0met = pl,
maxiter = 200, convcrit = 1e-5, alpha = .05,
fast = y, bootstrap = n, plotfit = y)
%validtable_mix(term=12, time=12, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix12_12)
%end;
%end;
/* Mixture model - 24 months loan term */
%if &model. = 24 %then %do;
%do j=1 %to &k.;
%pspmcm(data = _modif&j., censcod = censor, time = failuretime,
var =
x1(I, .)
x2(I, .)
x3(I, .)
x4(I, .)
x5(I, .)
x6(S, 1),
incpart = logit, survpart = Cox, tail = zero, su0met = pl,
maxiter = 200, convcrit = 1e-5, alpha = .05,
fast = y, bootstrap = n, plotfit = y)
%validtable_mix(term=24, time=12, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix24_12)
%validtable_mix(term=24, time=24, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix24_24)
%end;
%end;
/* Mixture model - 36 months loan term */
%if &model. = 36 %then %do;
%do j=1 %to &k.;
%pspmcm(data = _modif&j., censcod = censor, time = failuretime,
var =
x1(I, .)
x2(I, .)
x3(S, .)
x4(I, .)
x7(I, .)
x8(I, .),
incpart = logit, survpart = Cox, tail = zero, su0met = pl,
maxiter = 200, convcrit = 1e-5, alpha = .05,
fast = y, bootstrap = n, plotfit = y)
%validtable_mix(term=36, time=12, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix36_12)
%validtable_mix(term=36, time=24, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix36_24)
%validtable_mix(term=36, time=36, outdsn=MixCure.xval_mix36_36)
%end;
%end;
%mend;
/* Scoring cross-validated data from mixture cure model */
%macro validtable_mix(term=, time=, outdsn=);
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/* Validate training dataset */
data mix_train&term._&j.; retain id_join; set probcure;
retain id_join 0;
id_join = id_join + 1;
run;
/* Validate validation dataset - perform left join to copy estimated
coefficients from training to validation dataset */
data out&j.; retain id_join; set out&j.;
retain id_join 0;
id_join = id_join + 1;
run;
proc sql;
create table mix&term.(drop = id_join) as
select *
from out&j.
left join
mix_train&term._&j.(drop = censor failuretime uncured
cured)
on out&j..id_join = mix_train&term._&j..id_join;
/* Isolate Su0 values from mixture cure model */
create table su0_&term. as
select distinct failuretime, su0
from probcure
order by failuretime;
create table temp as
select *
from mix&term.(drop = Su0 failuretime);
/* Cartesian join to create multiple months of Su0 per customer */
create table mix&term. as
select *
from temp, su0_&term.;
quit;
data mix&term.; set mix&term.(rename=(L_int=int));
est_i = 0;
est_s = 0;
/* 12 month term model */
%if &term. = 12 %then %do;
array L[*] x1 x2 x4 x5 x6;
array S[*] x3;
%end;
/* 24 month term model */
%if &term. = 24 %then %do;
array L[*] x1 x2 x3 x4 x5;
array S[*] x6;
%end;
/* 36 month term model */
%if &term. = 36 %then %do;
array L[*] x1 x2 x4 x7 x8;
array S[*] x3;
%end;
array L_parm[*] L_:;
array S_parm[*] S_:;
do i = 1 to dim(L);
est_i = est_i + L[i] * L_parm[i];
end;
est_i = est_i + int;
drop i;
do j = 1 to dim(S);
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est_s = est_s + S[j] * S_parm[j];
end;
drop j;
pi = exp(est_i)/(1+exp(est_i));
data mix&term._&time._xv&j.(rename=(censor=censor_orig)); set mix&term.;
S_c = Su0**exp(est_s);
S_m = (1-pi)+pi*S_c;
prob = 1-S_m;
%put _local_;
run;
data &outdsn;
set %do t=1 %to &k; mix&term._&time._xv&t. %end;;
run;
proc sort data = &outdsn;
by id failuretime;
run;
%mend validtable_mix;
%xval_mix(model=12,k=100)
%xval_mix(model=24,k=100)
%xval_mix(model=36,k=100)

/***********************************************/
/* Logistic regression, cross validation macro */
/***********************************************/
%macro xval_logit(dsn=,outcome=,covars=,k=,sel=,outdsn=);
data _modif;
retain xv_loo;
set &dsn nobs=count;
call symput('count',left(put(count,8.)));
retain xv_loo 0;
xv_loo = xv_loo + 1;
run;
%do i=1 %to &count.;
proc logistic data=_modif(where=(xv_loo ne &i)) outmodel=_mod&i noprint;
model &outcome=&covars;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto file='junk.txt';%end;
proc logistic inmodel=_mod&i;
score data=_modif(where=(xv_loo=&i)) out=out&i;
run;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &count.;out&j %end;;
run;
%mend;
%xval_logit(dsn=data,outcome=censor(event='Bad'),covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
,outdsn=MixCure.xval_logit,k=100)
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/**********************************************************/
/* Cox Proportional Hazards model, cross validation macro */
/**********************************************************/
%macro xval_ph(dsn=,outcome=,covars=,k=,outdsn=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc phreg data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) noprint;
model &outcome=&covars
/ ties = efron;
baseline covariates = _modif(where=(xv=&i)) out = out&i survival =
surv;
run;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
run;
%mend;
%xval_ph(dsn=data,outcome=failuretime*censor(0),covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
x6,outdsn=MixCure.xval_ph,k=100)
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Chapter 3: R and Stata code

R code to fit a zero adjusted gamma model with penalized B-splines.
library(gamlss)
mzaga <- gamlss(Loss2 ~ pb(x1, method="GAIC") + pb(x2, method="GAIC")
+ ... + factor(x5),
sigma.fo =~ pb(x1, method="GAIC") + ... + factor(x5),
nu.fo =~ pb(x2, method="GAIC") + ... ,
data = train, family = ZAGA)
summary(mzaga)
# Spline plots for nu component
term.plot(mzaga, what='mu', se=T, partial=F, terms=3, main=main.name,
xlab="Debt-to-value ratio (DTV)", ylab="Partial effect (log scale)",
xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='mu', se=T, partial=F, terms=2, main=main.name,
xlab="Final loan balance (GBP)", ylab="Partial effect (log scale)",
xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='mu', se=T, partial=F, terms=6, main=main.name,
xlab="Time on books (years)", ylab="Partial effect (log scale)", xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='mu', se=T, partial=F, terms=7, main=main.name,
xlab="Valuation at default to average valuation for region", ylab="Partial
effect (log scale)", xaxt="n")
# Spline plots for sigma component
term.plot(mzaga, what='sigma', se=T, partial=F, terms=1, xlab="HPI growth
rate at default (%)", ylab="Partial effect (log scale)", xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='sigma', se=T, partial=F, terms=2, xlab="Time on
books (years)", ylab="Partial effect (log scale)", xaxt="n")
# Spline plots for nu component
term.plot(mzaga, what='nu', se=T, partial=F, terms=1, xlab="HPI growth rate
at default (%)", ylab="Partial effect (logit scale)", xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='nu', se=T, partial=F, terms=4, xlab="Debt-to-value
ratio (DTV)", ylab="Partial effect (logit scale)", xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='nu', se=T, partial=F, terms=5, xlab="Time on books
(years)", ylab="Partial effect (logit scale)", xaxt="n")
term.plot(mzaga, what='nu', se=T, partial=F, terms=6, xlab="Valuation at
default to average valuation for region", ylab="Partial effect (logit
scale)", xaxt="n")
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R code to fit an ordinary least squares with beta transformation model.
# Add epsilon to LGD values of zero or less
LGD_adj[LGD<=0] <- 0.01

# Compute alpha and beta for beta distribution
Mu <- mean(LGD_adj)
Var <- var(LGD_adj)
Alpha <- (Mu^2*(1-Mu)/Var)-Mu
Beta <- Alpha*(1/Mu-1)

# Transform LGD to beta distributed variable and then transform to a normal
distributed variable
LGD_cumBeta = pbeta(LGD_adj, shape1=Alpha, shape2=Beta)
LGD_invNorm = qnorm(LGD_cumBeta, mean=Mu, sd=sqrt(Var))
LGD_invstdNorm = qnorm(LGD_cumBeta)

mols_beta <- lm(LGD_invstdNorm ~ x1 + x2 + ... + factor(x5), data = train)
summary(mols_beta)

Stata code to fit a two-sided Tobit regression model.
xi: tobit lgd x1 x2 x3 ... i.x5 i.x6, ll(0) ul(1)
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Chapter 4: SAS and R code
The following SAS code adapts a generic cross validation macro published by
Gonen (2007). The adaption is to enable the macro to work with various
statistical models developed in Chapter 4.

/**********************************************/
/* CCF model with OLS, cross validation macro */
/**********************************************/
%macro xval(dsn=, outcome=, covars=, hat=, k=,/*sel=stepwise,*/outdsn=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc reg data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) outest=_mod&i noprint;
&hat.: model &outcome.=&covars.;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto file='junk.txt';%end;
proc score data=_modif(where=(xv=&i)) score=_mod&i out=out&i type=parms;
var &covars.;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto;run;%end;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
EAD_hat = DRAWN + CCF_hat * (COMMITMENT_SIZE - DRAWN);
run;
%mend xval;
%xval(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=CCF,
covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5,
hat=CCF_hat, outdsn=EAD._xval_ols, k=10)

/***********************************************************/
/* CCF model with Tobit regression, cross validation macro */
/***********************************************************/
%macro xval(dsn=, outcome=, covars=, hat=, k=,outdsn=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc lifereg data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) outest=_mod&i
noprint;
Xbeta: model &outcome.*censor(1) = &covars. / dist=normal;
run;
proc score data=_modif(where=(xv=&i)) score=_mod&i out=out&i type=parms;
var &covars.;
run;
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data predict&i;
drop lambda _scale_ /*_prob_*/;
set out&i;
if _n_ eq 1 then set _mod&i;
lambda = pdf('NORMAL',Xbeta/_scale_)
/ cdf('NORMAL',Xbeta/_scale_);
CCF_hat = cdf('NORMAL', Xbeta/_scale_)
* (Xbeta + _scale_*lambda);
label Xbeta="Mean of uncensored variable"
CCF_hat="Mean of censored variable";
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto;run;%end;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;predict&j %end;;
EAD_hat = DRAWN + CCF_hat * (COMMITMENT_SIZE - DRAWN);
run;
%mend xval;
%xval(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=CCF,
covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5,
hat=CCF_hat, outdsn=EAD._xval_tobit, k=10)
/*************************************************************************/
/* CCF model with Fractional Response Regression, cross validation macro */
/*************************************************************************/
%macro xval(dsn=, outcome=, covars=, hat=, k=,outdsn=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc glimmix data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) /*noprint*/;
model &outcome. = &covars.
/ dist = binomial solution;
store glimmix_out;
run;
proc plm source=glimmix_out;
score data=_modif(where=(xv=&i)) out=out&i. predicted = &hat. /
ilink;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto;run;%end;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
EAD_hat = DRAWN + CCF_hat * (COMMITMENT_SIZE - DRAWN);
run;
%mend xval;
%xval(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=CCF,
covars= x1 x2 x3 x4 x5,
hat=CCF_hat, outdsn=EAD._xval_frr, k=10)
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/*******************************************************************/
/* Survival Cox Proportional Hazards model, cross validation macro */
/*******************************************************************/
%macro xval_ph(dsn=,outcome=,covars=,k=,outdsn=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc phreg data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) noprint;
model &outcome=&covars / ties = efron;
baseline covariates = _modif(where=(xv=&i)) out = out&i survival =
surv;
run;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
run;
%mend;
%xval_ph(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=Time_to_Default*censor(1),
covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5
, outdsn=_xval_cox_ph, k=10)
/************************************************************************/
/* Segmented credit usage model for FRR-CCF / OLS-EAD models, CV macros */
/************************************************************************/
%macro xval_low(dsn=, outcome=, covars=, hat=, k=, outdsn=, credit_perc=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
where credit_percentage <= &credit_perc.;
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc glimmix data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i));
model &outcome. = &covars.
/ dist = binomial solution;
store glimmix_out;
run;
proc plm source=glimmix_out noprint;
score data=_modif(where=(xv=&i)) out=out&i. predicted = &hat. /
ilink;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto;run;%end;
%end;
data &outdsn;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
EAD_hat = DRAWN + CCF_hat*(COMMITMENT_SIZE-DRAWN);
run;
%mend xval_low;

%xval_low(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=CCF,
covars= x1 x2 x3 x4 x5,
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hat=CCF_hat, outdsn=_xval_frr_ccf, k=10,
credit_perc=0.90)
%macro xval_high(dsn=, outcome=, covars=, hat=,
k=,/*sel=stepwise,*/outdsn=, credit_perc=);
data _modif;
set &dsn;
unif=&k*ranuni(20052905);
xv=ceil(unif);
where credit_percentage > &credit_perc.;
run;
%do i=1 %to &k;
proc reg data=_modif(where=(xv ne &i)) outest=_mod&i noprint;
&hat.: model &outcome.=&covars. /*/ selection=&sel*/;
run;
proc score data=_modif(where=(xv=&i)) score=_mod&i out=out&i type=parms;
var &covars.;
run;
%if print^=0 %then %do;proc printto;run;%end;
%end;
data tmp;
set %do j=1 %to &k;out&j %end;;
/* EAD_hat = DRAWN + CCF_hat*(COMMITMENT_SIZE-DRAWN);*/
run;
data &outdsn; set tmp;
run;
%mend xval_high;
/* Based on model selection from training sample with credit percentage >
0.90 */
%xval_high(dsn=EAD_all, outcome=EAD,
covars=x1 x2 x3 x4 x5,
hat=EAD_hat, outdsn=_xval_ols_ead, k=10, credit_perc=0.90)

The following R code was developed for models in Chapter 4.
###################################################
## OLS-EAD model, cross validation function in R ##
###################################################
# Creating a progress bar to know the status of CV
k=10 #Folds
list <- 1:k
prediction.cv <- data.frame()
testsetCopy <- data.frame()
progress.bar <- create_progress_bar("text")
progress.bar$init(k)
for(i in 1:k)
{
mols <- lm(EAD ~ x1 + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5
, subset=(xv!=i),data=EAD_all)
print(summary(mols))
train <- EAD_all[xv!=i,]
test <- EAD_all[xv==i,]
pred.ols.train <- as.data.frame(predict(mols, newdata=train))
pred.ols.test <- as.data.frame(predict(mols, newdata=test))
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prediction.cv <- rbind(prediction.cv, pred.ols.test)
testsetCopy <- rbind(testsetCopy, as.data.frame(test))
progress.bar$step()
}
result <- cbind(prediction.cv, testsetCopy)
names(result)[names(result)=="predict(mols, newdata = test)"] <- "EAD_hat"
write.table(result, file=" EAD_ols_direct.csv", sep=",", row.names=F)

####################################################
## ZAGA-EAD model, cross validation function in R ##
####################################################
# Creating a progress bar to know the status of CV
k=10 #Folds
list <- 1:k
prediction.cv <- data.frame()
testsetCopy <- data.frame()
progress.bar <- create_progress_bar("text")
progress.bar$init(k)
for(i in 1:k)
{
system.time(mzaga <- gamlss(EAD ~ pb(x1, method="GAIC") + x2 +
pb(x3, method="GAIC"),
sigma.fo =~ x1 + x2,
nu.fo =~ x1 + x2 + x3 + factor(x4),
data = subset(na.omit(EAD_all), xv!=i),
family = ZAGA))
print(summary(mzaga))
train <- EAD_all[xv!=i,]
test <- EAD_all[xv==i,]
fit_train_mu <- as.data.frame(predict(mzaga, what="mu",
newdata=train, type = "response"))
fit_train_nu <- as.data.frame(predict(mzaga, what="nu",
newdata=train, type = "response"))
fit_test_mu <- as.data.frame(predict(mzaga, what="mu", newdata=test,
type = "response"))
fit_test_nu <- as.data.frame(predict(mzaga, what="nu", newdata=test,
type = "response"))
exp_y_train <- (1-fit_train_nu)*fit_train_mu
exp_y_test <- (1-fit_test_nu)*fit_test_mu
prediction.cv <- rbind(prediction.cv, exp_y_test)
testsetCopy <- rbind(testsetCopy, as.data.frame(test))
progress.bar$step()
}
result <- cbind(prediction.cv, testsetCopy)
names(result)[names(result)=="predict(mzaga, what = \"nu\", newdata = test,
type = \"response\")"] <- "EAD_hat"
write.table(result, file="EAD_zaga.csv", sep=",", row.names=F)
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